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"To me, Dr. Ryrie's chief gift is the ability to
take the fruit of Biblical scholarship and put it
into simple terms that everyone can understand.
"lt adds o much to my Bible study. Using
Dr. Ryrie's clear, concise notes, I can tackle
difficult words and phrases without leaving the
passage I'm reading.
"As I teach, I'm able to get to the meaning
ofverses that might otherwise be puzzling, and
share insights into ancient customs and languages.
The helps in the back are very practical too,
especially the overview of major Bible doctrines.
"l prefer the King James Version, but the
Rgrie Study Bible also comes in the New Ameri-
can Standard, New King James Version and New
International Version (my wife's favorite).
"That's the Rgrie Study Bible,ILoveMyRlrie!and that's whyI love it!" @{g9^,9PJ'8gE?"1=.
" X
Jack Wyrtzen, Found€r, Word of Life Ministries, Schroon Lake, New York.
The Ryrie Study Bible, a/ ,ookstotes ol caq tol-hee I-800-621-7105. Postage and state tates (IL, TN, FL) additional.
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Who is the most important Evangelical writer of our time? lf a poll could be taken
among Evangelicals the world over, the name of Francis A. Schaefler would pro-
bably lead all the rest. By far.
The liberals pretend that a few TV preachers are causing the resurgence of conser-
vative Protestantism. But it goes far, far deeper, and much of the credit belongs to
Francis Schaeffer. He is bringing thoughtful conservative Protestants 1) back to their
roots and 2) right smack into the mainstream.
How lo formulale a wodd viow that is both Chrislian and conservalive
Schaefter ranges lrom epistemology to
spirituality to the arls
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Shimei's Dust
Revival and programmed revival (we
will call it PR) are not the sarne. PRs
begin on cue and end as expected.
Revilral is often zzexpected and always
spontaneous. PR is an extemal move-
ment, while revir"l attacks the secret
recesses of the heart. When PRs occur
there is great emphasis on "moving"
services and "hot" preaching. When
revilrl strikes, the man on the move is
stopped cold and knows only to wait on
God.
PRs come like waves. They break,
rush across the land, and recede. Then
they are gone, leaving us to wait for the
next. Revilzl "breaks out" like a disease
and spreads on contacl. Victims succumb
one at a time until, like an epidemic, the
whole church is infected. PRs are usua.lly
followed by brief periods of repentance
and cleansing, as people endealor to live
up to commitments made at an altar
under emotional duress. They get over
this in a few weeks. But with revir"al the
purging and repentance come first,
followed by permanent changes in
lifestyle. No one ever really recoven
from revilal.
Revival is upon us these dals. As C.S.
l,ewis would say, "Aslan's afoot." He's
not a "tame" lion, you know. \4b fear His
presence, but there is something
wonderfully exhilarating about finding His
footprint in the sand.
Shimei
"Hot Shot" pastoE . . .
I am more impressed each month
wtlh t!rc Fundamenlalist lwnal. Thut<
you for the timely article by Dr. Falwell
0uly/August). I agree with the entire
article, and my comments will be
directed to the "Hot Shot" pastors.
Multitudes of local assemblies are m
spiritual trouble today because pastors
have forsaken their calling to be "bond-
senants" to Christ and ser%nts of the
people. Congregations have lost respect
for their pastors because they are for-
saften and not respected.
Biblical priority is for the pastor to
lead the local assembly. Moreover,
leadenhip requires pastorzl irvolvement
in every aspect of his own church before
chasing amund the country to fulfill any
fellowship obligations.
It is troublesome to read about
pastors receiving awards and plaudits
from hstitutions while their churches are
in serious trouble. Politics!
Moreovet some pastors are invited
to lecture on leadership while their
churches are in the process of voting
them out for the lack of leadership. God
help us!
My concern is whether the average
Fundamentalist Baptist preacher is more
concerned about his politica.l status
among his brethren or his obligation to
minister to his flock.
Preachen speak much from the
pulpit about revirra.l and very seldom, if
ever, condemn the sin in the pulpits.
Forget revi\,'a.I. It is nowhere in sight. It's
time that the Fundamentalist Baotist
preachers give the Libenls a rest and
conect their own sins. Then they can
always get back to the Liberals after
repentance and proper leadership in their
own pulpits has been dealt with.
Jeremiah 23:1, "Woe be unto the
pastors that destroy and scatter the
sheep of my pasture! saith the hrd."
Bob Smith
El Paso, Texas
D r u n k e n n e s s , a s i n . . .
As a regular reader of the Journal, I
find much solid teaching and information
for my use as a minister and writer. I
especially enjoyed some of the articles
in the most recent issue-particularly
those dealing with alcoholism. However,
I was somewhat dismayed by a couple of
things.
For alrnost 20 years before God sared
me, I was an a.lcoholic. I went through
and to every type of counseling, treat-
ment program, and self-help goup
imaginable. While I enjoyed periods of
sobriety, only the blood ofJesus set me
free from this bondage of sin.
Yes, I now call it sin. I took consola-
tion at times in the fact that I had an
IIis people like to listen to TI[R.
Since Fidel Castro came to povr'er
in 1959, religions life in Cuba hasnt,
been the same. Yes, you can go to
church. But you can't share your
faith with others. Buying a Bible is
practically impossible. So being a
CMstian is arything but easy
Where do Cuban church leaders
and Iay people tum for help? Most
often they find spiritual refresh-
ment and encouragement on
superporver gospel radio. And for
the majority of Cuban Christians,
that means Tfars World Radio.
Why? Because we're easy to find
on their AM radio - at home, in
their cars, or along the way Perhaps
that's why four times :$ many
Cubans Listen to TWR for gospel
progamming thar Iisten to other
shortwave sources.
In fact, on Saturday evenings in
Halan4 it is nearly impossible to
.*zlk down some residential streets
without heaxlg the voice of Tlans
World Radio.
What makes TWR so listened to?
Our message and our medium.
Solid Bible teaching, hyrnrs and
Bible reading to a spiritually hugry
people. On the radios they have.
At Trans World Radio we're
cornmitted to taking the gospel to
the ends of the earth, in the
language of the people. That's why
Cubars axe paxt of the 80 percent of
the world's popnlation that can heax
T\tr/R's gospel broadcasts. To reach
that many people, we go places on
earth you cant imagine, every day.
And we always take the gospel
with us.
Please tell me more about
Tlans World Radio's ministry.
! Send me backgrourd information on
all of TWR'S mdio ministries.
! Please let me know how I can help
support gospel broadcasts in areas
of the world where missionaries
cart go.
- l
City
Trans World Radio
Taking the Gospel
to All the World
State
FJI186
Zip -
CL|A arul, nnil to: Dr. PauL E. Free4 President
ftans World Rsdio
PO. Box 98 Chatham, NJ 07928L
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incurable disease or a serious psy-
chological problem. But only when I
realized the sin nature of alcoholism-
which is merely a conscience-soothing
euphemism for drunkenness-did I find
forgiveness and freedom.
Using Dr. Spickard'sbook, Dying for
a Drink, as the basis for the church's
understanding of alcoholism is a senous
injustice. To accept tle disease model lor
the treatment of alcoholism is to deny
Scripture. Drunkenness is listed among
other sins. not diseases: and drunkards
are listed among other sirmers that are
not going to enter the kingdom of heaven(1 Cor. 6:9-10).
l"arry M. Thomas
Jimmy Swaggart Ministries
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
"God Bless the U.S.A." . . .
It vas brought to l,ee Greemlood's
attention that you carried his song "God
Bless The U.S.A." in your July/August
issue of the Funlamentnlist lournal.
He wishes me to express his thanks
for the beautif.rl job done. He was
honored that his song ran accompanied
by such a well-done layout.
Again, our thanks.
Eda Galeno, Publicity
ke Greemvood
Nashville, Gruressee
Whose esponsibility? . . .
We appreciate the Fundamentalbt
Joumal. There is a desperate need to
continue building the credibility of biblical
Fundamentalism.
While I was reading Dr. Dobson's
"tcga.lism or License" (September),
one concept caught my attention.
Dr. Dobson stated, "As an extension of
civil authority, the school establishes
health, safety, and educational requre-
ments in cooperation with the state."
While this is a prelzlent belief among both
secular and sacred educaton, the smte
has no compelling interest in educational
requirements. Agreed, health and safety
requirements should be established in
cooperation with the state and local
governments. However, the health and
safety of the citizens is the sole purpose
of gwernrnent, as spelled out in the Con-
stitution. Educafion is specifically not
mentioned in the Constitution, for it wds
recognized as being the responsibility of
the parents, delegated to whom tlrcy see
fit. Educational requirements should be
established by the local school, either
public or pri te, in cooperation with the
parents whose cbildren are in tle school.
These principles are clearly laid out in
the Scriptures.
Barry L. Bridges
South Tenas Educational Consultants
San Antonio, Te:<as
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Encouragement at Harvard. I
recently spoke at Harvard University
Law School on "The Evangelical Vote:
Is It Monolithic?' ' This was my third trip
to address the students there.
As this prestigious university cele-
brates its 350th armiversary I could not
help but think of its founders, who strug-
gled to present the gospel light to a new
land. They considered that knowledge
without Cbrist was vain. "Veritas," the
school motto, reflected their fuith in
divine truth.
In the crowded auditorium I told the
students that Evangelicals are not mono.
lithic in terms of a party or a candidate.
Neither political organization can claim
the Evangelical voting bloc as their own.
In 1984, 84 percent of the Evangelical
vote went to Ronald Reagan. The reason
was tlat the Republican platform repre-
sented the principles and issues most
closely aligned to the Evangelical vote.
To continue to make an impact on this
nation, Evangelicals must maintain that
separateness. Their political force will go
to the party or candidate who most
closely reflects the agenda of pro-life,
pro-family, and pro-moral values.
The reactions I received from the
crowd of young people so influenced by
Liberal thought was not surprising. But
I was encouraged by the number of
heads nodding in agreement. Thanldully,
there are some young people on that
campus who hold to Conservative
thoushts.
A Lift for Weary Spirits. To those
outside the Baptist camp, a midweek
Bible service may seem unusual. I am
often asked why we meet on Wednesday
evenings. If there is any reason for going
to church, besides being obedient to
God's Word and wanting to grow n
knowledge, it is to encourage one
another. We fight some tough battles
during our weekly routine. On Wednes-
day evening we can fnd an oasis of com-
fort and refreshment in tle house of the
l,ord. Why? Elevating nmsb, encouraging
preaching, and enlightening teaching-
that is sensitive to our needs-are all
helpfirl. But the joy of the Lord really
provides the balm in Gilead. We gather
in weariness of spirit, but by tle end of
the evening we leave with our souls
lifted.
A Tough but Necessary Presen-
tation. In this issue we present infor-
mation on tie Meese Commission on
pomography and an excerpt from C/rru-
tians in the Wake of the Serual Reoolu-
llbz by Randy Alcom, which explains
from a biblical perspective why pornog-
raphy is a sin. Satan tries his best to tear
families apart through this perverse
lifestyle. The subject is not easy to
present, but it touches your comrnunity,
if not your church or your family.
w
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Will I Ever Get Out of Politics?
I IWf"ff:.'"&-;;:,;;i
c2lmot begin to count the number of
times I have been asked those questions.
And all because, seven years ago, I did
something I had always said I vould
never do. I became irnolrcd in politics.
In June 1979 I officially organized the
Moral Majority. That v/as certainly not
a moe tovnrd running for political office.
I have never had any such aspiration, and
I surely did not need arrything else to do.
But I took a long, hard look at America,
and I was horrified and outraged.
The 1960s and l970s brought drastic
and delastating change to our land. A
drug epidemic seized Arnerica's youth.
Rebellion and moral permissiveness
ralzged our college campuses. Live-in
arrangements undermined the marriage
bond. Homoser<uality masqueraded as an
acceptable alternative lifestyle. Pomog-
raphy ballooned into a multibillion-dollar
industry. Unborn babies were legally
destroyed by abortion at tle rate of 1.5
million armually. God was e:rpelled from
our public schools.
\lb cornpounded our national dilemma
by virtually dismantling our military
establishment. We could not defend our-
selves. We had been politically blud-
geoned into $ving away the Panama
Canal. \1'b had capitulated to adherence to
a flawed Salt II Treaty, which eventually
guaxanteed that our children would be-
come victims of nuclear blackmail at the
hands of the Soviet Union.
Sb all remember lii percent inflation,
21 percent intercst, a dyingstock market,
and massive unemplq'rnent. If patriotism
was found at all-it nas scorned. National
pride disappeared. And you remember
how you felt when kan captured our
citizens and held us all hostage. Frankly,
by III79 America was facing ruin.
The awful reality of America's
imminent demise drove me to lny knees
in prayer. I wanted to know what Jerry
Falwell could do to help save Amenca.
Refigious Conseruatives
have become a part
ot the political
hbrtc in Amertca,
and aat shall be.
I was absolutely driven to political in-
volvement. The formation of the Moral
Majority was the result.
Seven years have now passed, and all
the world is anare of what occurred in
that time. Millions of religious Conser-
l"tives registered to vote. Thousands of
pastors became, and remain, very much
irlohed in political, social, and moral
issues. TVrcnty-five thousand retail stores
removed pornogaphy ftom their shehes.
All the polls indicate that America has
moved to tle right politically and theo-
logically. The U.S. Supreme Court is now
only one vote aqrdy from becoming a pro-
life court. A 1984 Louis Harris poll indi-
cated tiat the voting bloc of America's
refuious Conserr"atives represented 20
percent of tie total electorate-cleady
the largest minority voting bloc coalition
in the nation. There's a new feeling of
pride in America.
Now I have decided to make a change
of emphasis in my ministry. At 53 years
old, I am determined to spend my re-
maining years training young champions
for Christ at Liberty University and
preaching the gospel of Jesus Christ to
the world thmugh the Thomas Road pul-
pit and the "OldTime Gospel Hour"
television outreach.
The time has come to get back to
basics. During the past seven years I did
not spend enough time with Liberty
Univenity. We desperately need build-
ings and hcilities. Liberty is the fastest-
growing university in America, and we
are at a crossroads.
Although only 15 pan old, theuniler-
sity is fully accredited. With 75 under-
graduate majors and graduate prognms
now being initiated, we are training
journalists, scientists, educators,
preachen of the gospel, and professionals
in many areas.
I am convinced tlat LU's present stu-
dent body of 2500 can grow to 50,000
early in the twenty-frst century. Our
graduates can become God's instrurnents
to turn America around and evangelize
the world in this generation.
Liberty must become a world-class
university. It must be to the Bible-
believing Fundamentalist and Evangelical
students of America what Notre Dame
is to the Roman Catholic students
and Brigham Young is to the Mormon
students. It must provide the academics
ald inspiration necessary to train the
young champions for Cbrist who can
change the world. I fully intend to do my
part to make this dream become a
rea.lity.
This does not mean I have retreated.
I will still operate the Moral Majority and
Liberty Federation. I will still speakloudly
on the moral ald social issues. And, of
course, I will do errerything I can to moti-
vate Conser%tive refuious leaders and
lalpeople across this nation to contmue
the necessary task of bringing America
to repentance, righteousness, and
spiritual awakening.
I do not regret spending the past
seven years as I have. Religious Conser-
rratives have become a part of the politi-
cal fabric in America, and ever shall be.
America is turning around. Thank
God-ve are. as a nation. headed in the
right direction.
For now, I believe God wants me to
focus more of my energy on the minis-
try. But if someone tells you, "Jerry
Falwell is getting out of politics,'Ldon't
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believe him.
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Politics and !f;e Pulpit
Living with the Tension
Gr- *,
deteriontion
of earthly kingdons
and our Mligation
b Chrt$'s kingdom,
how then do we live?
orate. hul states that "in the last dals
perilous times shall come" (2 Ttrn. 3:1f).
Given the deterioration of eadbly
kingdoms and our obligation to Christ's
kingdom, how then do we live? Do we
ignore our civil responsibilities altogether?
Do we seek to impose biblical law upon
earthly kingdoms? I suggest tlnt we do
neither. nb must recognize that our pri-
ority is tlrc kingdom of God (Matt.
28:1&20) . \4b must oarcise good citizen-
ship and be involved in the Amencan
democratic process. But our ivoh€ment
must not sidetrack us from our divine
calling to reach the world with the saving
gospel of Christ.
The Eternal Versus the Tem-
poral. The tension between eternal
solutions and temporal solutions is
further evidence of the tension between
the two kingdoms. The gospel offen per-
manent and eternal solutions to the
problems of mankind. It can change hate
to love, war to peace, and injustice tojustice. Political programs can offer only
temporary and limited solutions.
Some Christians ask, "If politics can
offer only temporary solutions, why
botlrcr? This attitude of nonconnnitrnent
has led to such things as the acceptance
of abortion-on-demand, If we hope to
bring about political pressure that will
precipitate legislative and judicial reliel
ve must be involved. But we must not
ignore the spiritual solution. We must
preach and teach God's standard
of morality, which would reduce tle over-
whelrning need for abortion caused
by teenage pregnancy outside of
nxunage.
The same is true with the c-|..urent dnrg
problem. While rve encourage greater
gov,emrnental inrolvement in the enforce-
ment of dmg lars and the creation of dmg
rehabilitation centers, we must offer the
gospel of Chdst to the drug addict. This
willclunge his life and reduce t}e demand
for illegal drugs. IGeping the balance bd-
tween eternal and temporal solutions is
an ongoing problem for Christians.
The Will of God Versus the Will
of Man. As Christians we are commit-
ted to the absolutes of God's 14brd. The
inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture, the
deity and Vrgin Bidh of Christ, His sub-
stitutionary Atonement for all mankind
upon the Cross, His bodily Resurrection,
and His Second Coming. We declare
tlese truths without apology as the
answer to man's problems and the per-
fect will of God for humanity. Because
of our desire to preach the truth of God
there is the danger of declaring our own
opinions on political and social issues as
if they were the direct will of God. God
is not a Republican or a Democrat. Cer-
tain biblical principles relate to political
issues, but we must be carefirl in sanc-
tioning specific political positions as the
only Cbristian position. Christians are
Democrats and Republicans-yes, even
Conservatives ald Liberals.
Christians are caught between the
temporal world and the etemal world.
Even Paul describes his personal strug-
gle in maintaining the balance between
the two very real worlds (Phil. 1:23-26).
Our priority must alwalrs be toward
Christ. But we must not ignore our
responsibilities to be the salt of the earth
Matt. S:li|). We hrve God-given obliga-
tions to affect society for moral good.
Our challenge is to achieve balance be-
tween the two. May God help us to do
it. And may God bless ht Robertson and
Jerry Falwell! I
by Eduanl Dobson
at Robertson has announced that
if he gets the suppod of three
million people by next frll he will
run for the Presidency. Jerry Falwell has
announced that he will limit his political
endealors to devote more time to his
ministries in l-ynchburg. In ttrese two
recent decisions we discover some of the
tension that exists between politics and
the pulpit. On the one hand is the desire
to inlluence the political process tovrard
moral, economic, and social sanity. On
the other hand is the realization that
politics is not the ultimate solution.
Rather, the saving gospel of Christ is the
only pourcr that can bring about perma-
nent change. This in no way reflects on
the merits of either decision, because
both men are comrnitted to the gospel
of Christ and to political responsibility.
But the tension e:<ists, and we see it in
a number of dimensions.
The Kingdom of God Yersus the
Kingdom of Man. Christians owe their
a.llegiance to the kingdom of God. Christ
announced to His disciples that the king-
dom of God was within them (Luke
17:20-21). Paul describes sahation as
being "delivered" from the domain of
Satan and being placed into ' 'the kingdom
of his dear Son" (Col. l:li|). The early
Christians recognized tieir obligations to
this kingdom as greater than their obliga-
tions to civil authority. When they were
commanded not to preach in Christ's
name, they responded, "We ought to
obey God rather tlnn men" (Acts 5:29).
On tlre otler hand. Christians have
clear biblical obligations to govern-
menb.l authority. [b are to be subject
to "higher powen" (Rom. li|:l). \rb are
to pay our taxes (Rom. l:l:6). [b are to
pray for civil leaders (l Tim. 2:1-2). Some
Christians believe that they can bring the
kingdom of God to the earth through
spiritual and social change, and then
Christ will come back to rule over tlnt
kingdom. Such thinking is naive and un-
scriptu"l. The Bible teaches that as we
approach the end of the age the condi-
tion of the world will continue to deteri-
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Fundamentalism, Intolerance,
and the "Threaf to Liberty"
by HamM OJ. Brown
I n the United States a number of
I Jewish and Liberal Protestant individ-
I uals and organizations, as well as
secdar ones, have been up in arms about
the Fundamentalist renaissance, and
especia.lly about \yhat they perceive as
a threat to "liberty," by which at least
a few mean the establishment of
Secularistic Humanism as the law of the
Iand in America.
Of course, most Fundamentalists feel
that this agitation is unfai and o<ag-
gerated. Baptists, for orample, have a
history of being persecuted and almosr
a totally spotless record when it comes
to persecuting others. (In this frllen
world, no one has an absolutely spotless
recod about anythingD In addition,
Fundamentalists and otlrcr Consermtive
Christians have a much better and more
consistent record of support for Israel
than anyone else in America erceot the
Jews thernselves-certainly a lot 6etter
tlnn tlle National Council of Churches.
When Israel rryas founded in 1948, Liberal
Protestants enthusiastically supported
the new state, but their support has
waned since then, particularly after the
Muslim Arabs began their oil boycott in
1973. ff Conservative Christiaas were
not convinced enough of their beliefs to
stand up for them when challenged and
to defend them against secularistic
organizations like the American Civil
Liberties Union, they would not be con-
vinced enough to stand up for the rights
of Israel. An emasculated Christianity
would ofcourse pose no theattolibenls
ald Secularists in America, but it would
also be no help to the state of Israel or
GnnnpnryChdstians-
even Bible-believing
Fundanentalists-
have to be prepared
to answer tor things
done by otherc,
allegedly in the
nane of Chtist.
to persecuted minorities elsewhere in
the world.
?he agitation about the "threat" to
liberty represented by the Fundamen-
talist renaissance I's unfuir and orag-
gerated. But-as with almost everv
seriously made criticism-there is a bii
of plausibility to it. Although Baptists, for
o<ample, have had a good record for
respecting the hiberties of others, some
will charge that it is because Baptists
have hardly ever been a najority in
society and thus have not been in a oosi-
tion to discriminate against others.
Lutherans and Calvinists, and for that
matter eren Episcopalians or Anglicans,
who usually are thought of as mild and
genteel, have been pretty hanh on other
religious groups as well as on unbelieven
when they have had the power. Have
Protestants in general learned their
lesson well enough to be able to en-
courage respect for Christian values in
America, without at the same time en-
couraging disrespect for the convictions
of dissenting minorities?
The answer, of course, is Yes. In
general, human beings throughout
history have a bad rccord for suppressing
and penecuting those who do not agree
with majority opinion, in religion as well
as in secular matters. Chdstians-
at least members of t}e larious estab-
lished chruches, such as Roman Catholic,
Eastem Orthodox, and established
Protestant state churches in Europe-
also have a bad record. Our critics are
a.lways ready to point to a number of
things-witch-buming by the Congrega-
tionalists in colonial Massachusetts, the
burning of the Unitarian Michael
Servetus in Calvinist Geneva, drowning
of Anabaptists by the Protestants of
Zrich, the persecution of all kinds of
people by the ''Holy Office' ' (the Roman
Catholic Inquisition), and especially, the
medieval Crusades. Sometimes Conser-
nti\€ Protestants try to deflect the
criticism by saying, "But that wasn't us!
It *as the Puritans," or "tle srare
church," or "tJrc Catiolics." Non-
Christians have to be forgiven for not
making such nice distinctions. For them,
it was the Christians. And contem-
porary Christians-even Bible-believurg
Fundamentalists-have to be prepared to
answer for maly things that hrve been
done by others, allegedly in the name of
Christ.
Confronted with these charges and
with the attitude they reflect, we must
observe severa.l things. First, we have
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to admit that tle "Christian" record on
discrimination and persecution is bad. \&
would like to claim that where tlrcre has
been real biblical Christianity, with
serious attention to the Word of God
instead of to church authorities, the
record has been much better. But still,
the record as a whole is not good. So we
must admit the hct of penecution.
Second-and this is very import:nt-
we should point out and emphasizr that
while the Christian record thmugh the
centuries is not great, it is br better tlnn
that of non-Christians. Marty pagans suf-
fered discrimination after Constantine
the Great, the Roman emperor, became
a Cbristian sometime around the year
312. But Constantine's pagan predeces-
sor, Diocletian, had put tens of tlousands
of Christians to death for no other reason
than that they were Christians.
Under the Christian emperors, for all
their hults, no pagans were o<ecuted for
paganism. The early Christian emperors
did persecute Christian "heretics," but
certainly not to the degree to which their
pagan predecessors had persecuted all
Christials. Calvin did call for the execu-
tion (not burning, as a matter of fact, but
The agiation
about he "thteat"
to liberty
rcpasented w the
Fundanentallst
rcnaissance is unfair
and enggented.
beheading) of the Spanish heretic and
proto-Unitarian Servetus. But Servetus
was the only heretic whose execution
Calvin ordered. One is too many, but it
is an imprwement compared with 8,000
under the Roman Catholic Duke of Alva
in Protestant Holand, notto mentionhun-
dreds of thousands under pagan nrlers.
Islam is relatively tolerant ofJeves ard
Christians, whom the I(oran describes as
"people of the Book'l-as long as they
do not try to male converts from Islam.
However, it is very intolerant of pagans.
Historically, Islam offered pagans tle
choice of conversion to Islam or death.
Even today, Islamic rulers, for e)omple
in tlle Sudan, may treat pagans with
ferocity. Political religions, such as
Manism, have o<ecuted millions-tley
have engaged in persecution on a scale
not even rivaled by the pagan emperors
of Rome, much less their Christian
successors.
Tiue, "Liberal" democratic states,
suchas France (once it gotcMertheftenzy
of the French Revolution), the United
States, and Vbst Germany have been
relatively free from persecution of
religious minorities. But also true is the
fact that such Liberal societies have a
tendency to gow so lax about everything
that they carmot stand up for anything in
particular, or against arry real threat.
Thus the Third Republic in France,
which was very tolerant, easily suc-
cumbed to Nazi Germany in 1910.
If Christianity of the Fundamentalist
variety actually became the "established
religion" in the United States (something
tlat no true Fundamentalist seeks or
would accept if he could prevent it),
Secularists, Jews, and other non-
Christians, and probably even "Liberal"
Christians, would have to put up with
some annoyances and irritations. But it
is not likely that it would be serious-
nothing like what those same minorities
endure in the Soviet Union, for example.
And wtly not? From the time of the Prot-
estant Reformation, biblical Christians
have been committed to using the
' 'strmrd of the \4brd,' ' rather than govem-
ment power, to combat error and defend
truth.
Christians are
with others-and
to be honest
themselves-
"speaking the truth in love" (Eph. 4:15).
This means that we have to admit the
blemishes on our historical record. On
tlrc ot]rcr hand, we are not called simply
to swallow every bit of innuendo, distor-
tion, and frlse accusation. Fdr example,
rnystery author Harry Kemelrnan, in his
Tlw Rabbi , . . series, gives good insights
into the life of a qnagogue congregation.
But he has no qualms, n Tuxday
the Rabbi Sau Red, in presenting
"Windemere Christian College," its
president, dean, and ficnlty, not to men-
tion the student body, as lazy, in-.
competent, and sexually immoral-as a
matter of course. The daughter of an
eyangelist, who calls herself a "born-
again Christian," goes to bed with a
Jewish facr:lty member in order to get a
better grade. This is only a mild oram-
ple of how the entertainment media
regularly portrry people they call Chris-
tians. Imagine the reaction if a Gentile
wrote a book about a minister working in
aJewish institution and fuding alltheJews
there lazy, incompetent, and immoral!
Fundamentalists and other Bible-
believing Christians used to hfle no
qualms about standing up not only for
what they believe, but also for the church
and for fellow Christians. In the political
sphere, Prcsident Reagan has shoun tlut
it is possible to be clear and forthright
and to stand up for one's rights without
being nasty about it. The late Francis
Schaeffer set a wonderful oample n
religious discussion. I€t us be honest
enough about our history to admit nus-
takes made and crimes conunitted in the
name of Jesus Christ, but also honest
enough to reject frlse charges and in-
sinuations and to defend the honor of
Christ against all who would dishonor
Him by ridiculing those He "is not
ashamed to call. . . brethren" (Heb.2:ll).
I Hamld O. J. Brown, formerly pro-
fessor of biblical and systematic theology
at Tlinity Evangelical Divinity School,
Deerfield, Illinois, is serving as pastor in
the Elangelical Reformed Church,
Kloste6, Switzerland. He holds a Ph.D.
from Hanard University.
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homas Huxley rightly said,
"It doesn't take much of a
man to become a Christian,
but it does tal<e all of him.' '
That is really what Christ
is asking. "The disciple is not above his
master, nor the serv-ant above his lord.
It is enough for the disciple that he be
as his master, and the serv"ant as his
lord" (Matt. 10:24-25).
Basically, that is tle bottom line in all
discipleship-we are to be like Christ. \4b
are to be like our Teacher, and our Lord.
That must be our commitment. To be
like Him, means that we are to have His
lzlues, His commitments, His priorities,
and are to be given utterly over to His
will, His purposes, and His kingdom.
Discipleship, then, is a process by
which you become like Christ, and the
more 1ou become like Him, the more the
world will treat you like Him.
Christ gave the disciples five hall-
marks of true discipleship.
The first mark of a true disciple is
that he fears not the world
(Matt. 10:26-31). The Old Gstament
says, "The fear of man bringeth a snare"(Prw. 29:25). This fear strangles effec-
tive witnessing. \ry'e don't want to get into
something we fear because it might
become psychologically fficult for us.
We don't want others to look down on
us, and we don't $ant to be persecuted.
Plus, we certainly don't want to be killed
for our faith. In this overemphasis on
self-presenation we tend to bail out of
a confrontive ministry. But, if you're
always aftaid, you're not witnessing for
Christ.
Basica.lly, Cbristians are afraid. That's
why we need to be constaltly en-
couraged to get out and confront the
world. We're not afraid to talk to a group
of Christians in a Bible study, but if we're
sent out into the world, many of us get
paralyzed with fear. Someone once said,
"Christians are like the fuctic River-
frozen oler at the mouth.'' There's a sort
of deadness. a fearfuhess. that males
us just clam up. But it's amazing how the
lnrd never says anlthing in a lacuum.
He says, "Don't be afraid," and then He
gives tbree reasons not to be aft'aid.
The firsi reason is vindicatron,
"Fear them not therefore: for there is
nothing covered, that shall not be re-
vealed: and hid. that shall not be knorrvn"
(Matt. 10:26). Now rvhat does that
VYhen vou tell
everybody that you
are a Christian, don't
expect all of them
to join you,
mean? It's a kind of proverbial statement
which simply means that someday God
will make all things just. But that's not
the way it is now. Christians are looked
on as anti-intellectual and as outcasts.
The world is successfi:l and the wicked
prosper, but Christians are persecuted
and put down. The more we stand for
right, the more tle system hates us. But
someday that is all going to change and
the truth will be made known. God is
going to uncover the real heroes. Then
He will reward and vindicate His own.
Our enemies cannot prevent our
vhdication.
We must be willing to confront an evil
society nou and let God reward us in
etemity. But it's hard to get that per-
spective, isn't it? Nevertheless, we've
got to live, not for the moment, but for
the fuhre; then God will reveal the hypo-
crites and judge them. He will also re-
veal the real heroes and reward them
forever.
Someday God is going to look at the
record of our lives and expose every-
thing. Those who have looked Iike wut-
ners in the eyes of the world will turn out
to be the etemal losers. The ones who
appear to be the losers, who have been
persecuted for their faith, will be the
eternal winners. So, Christians should
not be afraid of what the world does, be-
cause we will hale al etemal vindication
at the hands of God.
Veneration will keep you ftom fear.
' 'What I tell you in darkness, that speak
ye in light: and what ye hear in the ear,
that preach ye upoh the housetops. And
fear not tlem which kill the body, but are
not able to kill the soul: but ratler fear
him which is able to destroy both soul
and body in hell" Matt. 10:27-28). Uyou
really worship God and fear Him, you
won't fear man. If you honor and vener-
ate Him enough, you won't be that con-
cemed about what men might do to you.
The whole idea of what tle Lord said
in verse 27 is this: "I've been telling you
things in private, now I w"nt you to tell
the whole world." In those days,
amouncements were made from house-
tops. The houses had a flat roof with a
short \a€ll around the edge. It was like
a patio.
We've got to get out of the confine-
ment of our own litfle cloister witl the
message. We cannot keep telling each
other that we need to get saved, when
we've a.lready been saved for years. We
have to give the message to the world-
nothing less and nothing more. And we
don't alter the message for fear of what
the reaction might be.
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If we proclaim the truth, we're going
to get flak. So what? The issue here is
whether you fear men, or Cod. If you
have an opportunity to witness for
Christ, but you don't do it because of
what men might say or do, then you have
feared them more than God. If you rea.lly
had a sense of awe and reverence of
God because of His infinite holiness and
majesty, you would speak for Hirn no
matter what threat stood in your way.
But whenever you opt out of witnessing
for Christ, you have said that you fear
men more tlan God. Now that's silly, be-
cause the worst men could possibly do
would be to kill your body-but God de-
termines the destiny of your soul.
Lord lawrence is buried in Westmrn-
ster Abbey, and on his grave is his name
and this inscription: "He feared man so
little because he feared God so much."
What a great testimony. Men can kill the
body, but they can't touch tle soul.
Valuation will keep you from fear.
"fue not two sparrows sold for a far-
thing? And one of them sha.ll not fall
on the ground without your Father"(Matt. 10:29). The Greek word for
"firthing" is assanoz. It basically means
"a penny." The word "sparrows" just
refers to little birds, and tiey were
actually bought for hor d'oentres. They
were sold two for a penny. Now that's
a cheap bird. But the rest of the verse
says that God knows when one falls to
the ground. "You mean God knows when
a bird dies?' ' Yes. Nothing happens in the
most insignificant element of life, even
with cheap little birds, that God doesn't
know about, or care about.
Another mark of a true disciple is that
he favors the I-ord (Matt. 10:32-33).
Jesus said, "Whosoever therefore shall
confess me before men, him will I con-
fess also before my Father which is in
heaven" (v 32). Now, you may ask, "Do
you mean that I have to conJess Christ
before men to be a true Christian?"
That's right. Since we have God's
promise, power, and protection, what
could be more reasonable than for a dis-
ciple of Chdst to feadessly confess Jesus
before men? hul said, "For I am not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it
is the power of God unto salr"ation"(Rom. 1:16). He was not ashamed be-
cause he knew the power of the gospel,
and that God would protect him. He
knew if God did not want him dead. he
i would not die (cf. Acts 14:19-20).
ConJession is a verbal statement of
identification and faith in Jesus as our
Twolliened Gnowth
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Dave Fletcher studies diligontly in preparation for
an upcoming discipleship meeling.
by Mike Fluent
hile David Fletcher was a
student at Dallas Theolog-
ical Seminary, he joined a
campus fellowship group that met once
every other week. For the rest of his life
he will remember the camaraderie and
growth he experienced there. When he
became assistant minister to singles at
Dallas's Nodhwest Bible Church, David
saw tle same opportunity for "con-
sistency, accountability, and commitrnent
to growing that we had at the seminary,"
Fletcher is a part-time stzff member
who works with the church's discipleship
program. He also writes its materials.
Elder Ed Haltom serves as a liaison be-
tween David Fletcher and the church
board.
The 3,000-member Northwest Bible
Church has experimented with disciple-
ship programs for several years. Its ini-
tial tlrust ran two years with groups of
10 to 12 people meeting regularly.
Although that progam attracted c,ver 200
people, the church, in retrospect, real-
ized the curriculum was a bit healy in
doctrine and too light in application.
But out of that idea spnmg the cur-
rent plan known as the Ephesians Project
(from Eph. 4:12). The Ephesians Project
is an entryJelel plan designed for new
Christians and for those Christians who
never had the opportunity to join dis-
cipleship groups. Ephesians tarted with
three lO-member groups, including
7 members of Fletcher's Sunday school
class. This year there are neady
20 groups with 10 members each plus
60 teens and their 25 leaders who
minister at the high school level.
The project's curriculum centers on
Bible study verses, worship, record-
keeping for Scripture reading, ministry
opportunities, and sharing prayer
needs.
"Vrb're really hitting the basics," says
Fletcher. "We're getting into the Word"
responding to tle !%rd, and applying the
Word to our lives and to the community."
Each group limits membership to 10
people who meet weekly in homes. The
course nns for three nine-week seg-
ments, with each meeting lasting 90
minutes. Members are expected to
spend between one and two hours
preparing for each gathering.
Nordrwest Bible recentlyimplemented
a more advanced discipleship program
known as Equipping the Saints. Originaly
designed by Dave Dobson in Greenville,
Texas, ETS is a one-year program using
original and Navigator' material. ETS is
more leadership intensive, with a focus
on making disciple-makers. Individua.ls
commit publicly to bringing othen into
the program. Despite the program's
healy time commitment, 10 elden and
their wives have enrolled.
"What we're seeing at our church,"
says Fletcher, "is growth from the top
in terms of elders and growth at the bot-
tom in terms of new Christians. It's a lot
like Evangelism Explosion. That's not a
separate ministry. It's an ongoing minis-
try of a church. That's what is needed
with discipleship. I think the churches
have to take responsibility when it comes
to discipleship.' '
Fletcher estimates that materials cost
Northrest Bible between $5 and $10 per
person. The church pays all costs. With
desktop publishing, Fletcher composes
on a Mclntosh computer and prints
quality materials on the accompanying
laser printer. Costs are about $l per
page.
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d d'lJ ti*" to think of us as the Baby
ll Huey of the Southern Bap-
Jltists," jokes Bill Taylor of
Prestonwood Baptist Church in far north
Dallas. "In many respects we're still a
baby church, but people wouldn't know
it from our size.' '
Begun in 1979, Prestonwood Baptist
has 7,066 members and an annual growth
rate of between 35 and 40 percent. It
holds two Sunday moming services, and
two Sunday school sessions to accommo-
date the swelling crowds. But in all that
growth, the church has not neglected dis-
cipleship.
"So much of Christianity is 'Come,' "
says Taylor, associate pastor of educa-
tion. " 'Come to tle church.' 'Come to
tJds.' 'Come to that.' But in Acts you see
the disciples'gorrg-house-to-house-
and teaching the l\krrd of God."
Prestornvood Bible "goes" with t]Ie
Ma,sttrLife program, developed by for-
mer missionary to Indonesia Avery T.
Willis, Jr. Groups of eight meet for two
Ji|-week periods for prayer, Bible study,
and other fundamenbls of worship.
Members are asked to pay the full $17
price for the zO0-plus-page notebook.
The church administration feels that
members will lzlue and appreciate the
materials more if they pay for them.
Each grroup meets for two hours once
a week and members are asked to invest
another six to eight hours weeHy in out-
side preparation.
Says Thylor: "We started with one
group of eight. Then each of those eight
took anot-her eight. Now a.ll of those folks
each took eight. Vy'e're in our third gener-
ation, and we're hoping that within five
years the majority of our leaders and
members will have gone through the pro-
gram. We have found that those who
complete the program tend to become
our leaders."
Prestomvood also operates an "en-
courager" program for converts. This is
an ll-week plan using the Sunbal Kit
published by the Sunday School Board in
Naslndle. The program aids recent
converts in the basics of the spiritual
life.
New members at Prestonwood attend
a four-class ession on church doctrine
and similar studies. Each new member
receives a sponsor who befriends the
newcomer in the hopes of avoiding ''lost-
in-the-crowd " sl'ndrome.
Botl young marrieds and singles
classes at Prestornvood have individual
discipleship rograms within their ranks.
"Wb're committed to discipleship at a.ll
levels," says Thylor. "Without it, Chns-
tians may become shallow in their faith.
Instead of having blossoming, productive,
and excited Christians, you'll have mem-
bers who lose the Christian spark. When
that happens I think God's plan is
derailed.
"My advice to other churches is
when you start a discipleship program,
don't let it $%ne. Then you'll have a dis-
illusioned congregation. Ihke a long look
at the program first and then start small.
Before too long, it'll gron'." -M.F.
Members of lhe Prestonwood Bapiist
and Bible study.
enjoy a time ot fellowship
l,ord. We are to confess with our mouths(Rom. 10:9), and confess with our lives
as we live out that verbal confession.
There is no such thing as a secret
Christian.
Verse 32 also contains a promise. On
the Day of Judgment, Jesus will say to
the Father, "This one belongs to Me."
He will affirm His loyalty. I can hardly im-
agine the wonder of someday standing
before God, and having the lnrd Jesus
Christ say, "This one belongs to Me!"
What a marvelous promise!
The other side of the issue is this:
"But whosoever shall deny me before
men, him will I also deny before my
Father which is in heaven" (v. 33). Now
this verse could be speaking of people
who deny Christ either through indiffer-
ence, or open hate. But I don't think that
is the primary issue. I believe Christ was
talking about someone in the sphere of
Christianity-someone who outwardly
appean to be a disciple at 6rst, but when
the test comes, he denies the l-ord. This
denia.l can be evidenced by silence-by
not saying anything; or you can deny
Christ by your actions-by living the way
everybody else lives; and you can deny
Him by your words-by talking the way
the world talks (cf. Titus 1:16). Denial o/
Christ will bring a denial fur Ckist before
the Father
We not only confess Christ with our
mouth, but we confess Him by our ac-
tions. We must live in the world in such
a way that we manifest to His people His
own heart of affection and love. John said,
"But whosoever hath this world's good,
and seeth his brother have need, and
shutteth up his bowels of compassion
from him, how dwelleth the love of God
in him? " 0 John 3:17). True Christians
will confess Christ by feeding someone
who is hungry, by quenching someone's
thirst, by giving a home to a stranger, by
clothing someone who is naked, by visit-
ing the sick, and by calling on the
prisoners. Why? Because that is how
Christ would respond.
Do you confess Christ with your
mouth? Do you confess Christ before
men, no matter how hostile they are? Do
you conless Christ in your lifestyle by
reaching out as He reached out?
The third quality that reveals a true
disciple is that he forsakes the family(Matt. 10:34-37). The very fact that
some people confess Christ and some
deny Him, indicates that the coming of
Christ causes divisions. "Think not that
I am come to send peace on earth: I
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came not to send peace, but a sword"
(v 34).
The intervention of God in history
through the Incarnation of Christ, split
the world into segments that pitted one
against another. So, as one of His disci-
ples, don't be under the illusion that the
whole world is going to fall at your feet.
When you tell everybody that you have
become a Christian, don't expect all of
them to join you. It's not going to
happen.
Now there is peace in the head of the
one who believes in Christ, but as far as
the world is concerned, there is nothing
but division. Someday there will be a
kingdom of peace, but the Old Gstament
did not reveal the time between Christ's
first coming and His Second Coming.
The first coming brought a sword-the
Second Coming will bring an ultimate
peace. His first coming did bring peace
to the hearts of those who believed, but
He causes division in the world today.
Dedication lo Christ will often frac-
ture families in the severest way. "For
I am come to set a man at vadance
against his father, and the daughter
against her molher, and tie daughter in
law against her mother in law. And a
man's foes sha.ll be they of his own
household" (w. 35-36). This, of course,
is the worst rending that occurs. It's not
so bad when you're at odds with your
neighbor, or your boss, or your friend.
But when it happens that you're at van-
ance with your family because of your
commitment to Jesus Christ, then it be-
comes very difflcult. There are wves
who will not come to Christ for fear of
separation from their husbands. There
are husbands who will not come to Christ
for fear of separation from their wives.
There are children who will not come to
Christ for fear of their fathers or
mothers. Many people will not take a
stand for Christ because they are afraid
it will disrupt their families. But Jesus
taught that a true disciple will fonake his
family if necessary. Now it's not always
that way, but many times it does happen.
When you become a Christian, you
are affirming your commitment to the
lordship of Christ to the point that you
will forsake everything if necessary. Be-
coming a Christian isn't just sticking up
your hand, signing a card, walking down
an aisle, and saying, "I love Jesus." Of
course, salvation is by faiti, not by works
(Eph.2:8-9), but the manifestation of
true faith is evidenced by a commitment
that will not be ultimately swayed by any
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Emphasizing the
n'One AnotLrers"
Dave Roddy presenls the truths of
God's Word to eager lisleners.
he dean of Southern Baptist
churches is First Baptist Church
in downtown Dallas. It lists
26,000 members, operates on a budget
of $12 million, and sponsors 28 separate
ministries just within the city of Dallas.
One of those outreaches is the dis-
cipleship progra.m under the direction of
David Roddy, minister of single adults.
"I believe strongly in the holistic con-
cept of the gospel. Our evangelism is not
complete until \a'e care enough to spend
time discipling otler people. I love Bible
studies, but they can become ends within
themselves. \4b must build into Christians
the 'one anotler' concept of the Bible."
First Baptist does that tlrougbout its
many levels of membership. At least ha.lf
a dozen groups use the MasterLife pro-
gram. New members attend a five-week
orientation session. krticipants pay $7
toward the cost of materials; the church
pals the rest. New conrerts use the Szr-
dual Kit plan. Sngle adults have weeHy
discipleship groups of 10 to 15. Young
marrieds have similar groups that have
15 to 20 memben each.
Roddy emphasizes caring, praying,
and fellonnhip at each level in the church.
He also asks his Sundsy school teachers
to work errangelism and discipleship into
tleir weekly lessons.
"You must have the continued
reproducing of discipleship leaders. Once
people complete a discipleship goup,
each needs to form another. Churches
need to think 'discipleship.' I think our
witness and our lifestyle must include
relational Christianity-ministering to the
'one anothers. "'-M.F.
outside inlluence. Sure, you love your
fumily. But if you are a real disciple, your
commitment to Christ must be so deep
and so far-reaching that you will say no
to your family, if necessary.
Fourthly, a true disciple follows the
call (Matt. 10:38-39). Christ says that
a true Christian is one who says, "I love
Christ more than my own life." Verse 38
puts it so simply: "He that taketi not
his cross, and followeth after me is not
worttry of me." Now we've all heard a
zillion devotionals about taking up your
cross. Some say, "My wife is my cross,"
or "My husband is my cross," or "I've
got one teenager-he's my cross." It
could be your mother-in-law, your 1957
Chely, your leaky roof, your class at
school, your teacher, your neighbor, your
boss, or the guy who works next to you.
However, these are not crosses,
So what is your cross? When Jesus
said that they would have to take up their
cross, what did they think He meant?
Some people have said, "\4bll, they were
viewing Calvary." They didn't view
Cahzry because they hadn't even heard
about Cahary. They didn't even know
Jesus was going to die on a cross yet.
When He said, "?ke up your cross,"
they knew immediately what He was
ta.lking about. He was talking about
dyurg.
How did they know that? Well, with
the exception ofJudas Iscariot, they were
all from Galilee. There had been a recent
insurrection in Galilee, led by Judas of
Galilee. Judas had gathered a band of
men together to throw the Romans out.
But the Romans crushed Judas and his
insurrection. The Roman general Varus
decided to teach the Jews a lesson, so
he crucified over two thousand Jews.
Then, he put their crosses all along the
roads of Galilee so everybody would see
them. A.lso, every Jew who was crucified
carried the crossbeam for his own exe-
It *, proclaim
the truth, we're
to get flak.
men,
cution on his back. Now these Galileans
had seen this. So Jesus hlked to them
in a historical context.
The cross was a symbol of painful,
torturous death. The disciples under-
stood that to take up the cross meant
abandoning themselves to the lordship of
Christ, even if it meant their lives,
Up to this point it has all seemed
rather negative, but the text ends on a
positive note. Fifthly, a true disciple
fosters rewards (Matt 10:40-42). A
true disciple, as well as creating war,
strife, division, and friction, also fosters
rewards. Christians are the destiny
determiners in the world.When we bring
the sword that separates: on the one
hand. there are the unbelievers. but on
the other hand, tiere are the believers.
When we preach and give our testimony,
some believe. Not everyone is going to
refuse the message of the disciple-
some will believe. They will receive the
disciples and their I-ord. Then, since e
have limited ability to reward their faith,
the Lord will do it for us.
When we go out representing Jesus
Christ and giving out His message, the
people who believe it also receive us.
"He that receiveth you receiveth me,
and he that receiveth me receiveth him
that sent me" (v.40). They have ac-
cepted us and our message. So the ones
who receive us. receive the Lord. and
the ones who receive the [nrd, receive
the One who sent the Inrd. We have be-
come an agency tlrough which men
receive God Himself. Now that's a
marvelous thought.
Being a disciple of Jesus Christ is
pretty fantastic. Christians become the
source of conllict for half the world, and
for the other half, the source of bless-
ing. You and I, who are the disciples of
Christ, are the issue in the world-we
draw the lines. I pray God, that we will
be willing to follow the lordship of
Christ at any price, that some may
be antagonized, and some may be
blessed.
I John MacArthur, Jr., is pastor
of Grace ComrnunityChurch in hnorama
City, California, and president of
The Master's College, Newhall,
Ca.lifornia. Mapted from the author's
book The Halbnrhs of Discifleshif,
copyright 1982, Word of Grace
Communications.
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So what? The issue
here is whether you
fear , or God.
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for the hoppiness we
by Shirley Dobson
hanksgiving is given major
prominence in the Dobson home.
It marks the begnning of the
holiday season and the happy gatherng
with relatives who live close by. When
the day arrives, excitement and anticipa-
ti,)n fill the air. Wonderful mouth-
\\dtermg aromas of Lurkey. dressing.
and apple pies float from the kitchen as
family members arrive. A new jigsaw
puzzle is placed on the card table with
a pot of hot coffee nearby. Various lawn
games are set up in the backyard and a
spirited basketball game is soon
organized on the driveway.
When dinnertime is announced, we
gather around the table and Jim reads a
Scripture. Everyone takes the hand of
the person sitting next to him and Jim
prays a prayer of thanl<fulness to God.
After the traditional meal has been eaten
and the table is cleared for dessert, two
kernels of dried Indian com are placed
beside each plate. I explain that this
represents the first ThanJ<sgiving when
the Pilgrims came to America and en-
dured such a difficult winter, and how
graleful they were to God tor bringrng
them through. A little basket is then
passed around and as each kernel is
dropped into the basket, we describe
two blessings for which we are most
thanlirl. The comments invariably focus
on loved ones, expressed with deepest
feelings and apprecration. By the time
lhe basket returns ro where it staned,
people are usually crying. It happens
every year. It's a time of affirmation
when we share our need for one
another, ald thar < God for the family He
has given us. This experience becomes
more meaningful each year because of
pleasant vacation. Jim asked his dad to
say a prayer before we were separated.
I'll never forget his words, spoken in the
car as we approached the airpon.
He said, "Lord, we have enjoyed
being together so much this past week.
And you have been good to make rus
time possible. But Lord, we are realistic
enough to know that life moves on, and
t-hat crcumstances will not always be the
same as we enjoy them today. We under-
stand that a day is coming when the
fellowship we now share will be but a
memory to those who remain. That's
why I wart to thanl< You for bringing
love into our lives for this season, ard
for the happiness we have experienced
with one another. "
Two weeks later my father-inlaw
suf{ered a massive heart attack ftom
which he never recovered. And his fnal
prayer is his legacy to us, today. Cir-
cumstances will inevilably change;
nothing in this IiIe is eternal or perma-
nent. But while God grants us breath,
we will enjoy one another to the fullest
and spread our love as far and wide as
possible.
Thanlsgiving aL the Dobson home is
an occasion for the celebration of that
philosophy.
I Adapted from Let's Mahe a Memory
by Gloria Gaither and Shirley Dobson.
Copynght 1983 by the authors. Used by
permission of Word Books, publisher,
Waco, Texas.
"Thork Yo,
for bringing love
into our lives
for this seoson, ond
expeflence
with one onotheL"
the inexorable march of time and its
effect on the older generations among
us. We have been painfully aware in
recent years that two special people are
now absent from the lamily circle. Jim s
father and my uncle. But we are gratefi.rl
for each member of our small family who
has survived another year.
I am reminded at this moment of a
prayer expressed by Jim's father during
the final year of his life. We had been to
Kansas City for a visit and were on the
way to the airport at the end of that
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Come, ye tlanldrl people, come,
Raise the song of harvest-home;
All is safely gathered in,
Ere the winter storms begin;
God, our Maker, doth prwide,
For our wants to be supplied;
Come to God's own temple, come,
Raise the song of harvest-home.
All the blessings of the field,
All the stores the gardens yield;
All the fruits in tull supply,
Ripened 'neath the summer sky;
All that spring with bounteous hand
Scatters o'er the sniling land;
All that liberal autumn pours
Fmm her rich o'er-flowing stores:
These to tlee, our God, we owe,
Source whence all our blessings flow;
And for these our souls shall rise
Gratefirl vm's and solemn praise.
Come, tlen, tlunlif,ul people, come,
Raise the song of harvest-home;
Come to God's m'n temple, come,
Raise the song of harvest-home.
-Henry Alford
Alt. by Hugh Hartshome
Qsahn 95:1-7
O come, let us sing unto the Lord: let us make a jqdtl noise
to the rock of our salvation.
I€t us come before his presence with thanksgiving, and
make a joyfrrl noi$e unto him with psalms.
For the I.ord is a great God and a great King above all gods.
In his hand are the deep places of the earth: the strengtlt
of the hills is his also.
The sea is his, and he made it: and his hands formed ttte
dry land.
O come, let us norship and bow down: let us kneel before
the Ilrd our maker.
For he is our God; and we are the people of his pasture,
and the sheep of his hand.
l-800-553-4050 In Tennessee Can 6f5/698-6021 Deaf Division 6151622-9433T.D.D. or Voice
Tennessee T€mple U niv€rsitv admits students of any race, color. national and ethnicorigin.
John Charles Ryle
The Bishop with Simplicity of Style and Sincerity of Soul
bt llill'ian E. Ndr
he advantages of
fimily wealth, intel-
lect, character, and
body marked John Charles
Ryle as one bom to suc-
cess. His ear$ life was 6lled
with ease and luury, dull-
ing his sensitivity to a true
religious er<perience. He felt
no awareness of guilt or
need and was simp$ con-
tent to live without God.
Born at Macclesfield,
England, on May 16, 1816,
Ryle uras the fourth child
and first son amorg six
children. His fither had in-
herited a large fortur made
in silk and was a member of
the House of Commons.
After attending boading
school, Ryle went to Eton
and Offord. While there he
exhibited a love for cricket
tlnt nerer left him. &'b also
experienced success in shrdies as he car-
ried off the most coveted distinctions at
both Eton and O#ord in 1838.
During his last two years at Ordord,
fole wresded with deeper spiri!.ral issues.
Although he had crammed his head with
t1rc ficts and details of the gospel system
for studies, his heart was cold and care-
less. He nerrcr er<perienced the irmer
touch of grace until his spiritual amken-
ing in 1838, when he heard the reading of
Ephesians 2:8 in a church service.
Upon graduation Ryle rms offered
scholarships and fellorships, but he $as
too much a man of aftirs to remain at
Odord. He read law in Inndon for six
montln and then rehrmed hone to jnin his
fitlrcr's bank. Ryle took a comrnission m
the Cheshire Yeomanry and entered into
training as captain of the Macclesfield
Troop. He also served as county magis-
biate, ftequendy appeared as spokesman
for Consenztive political causes, and
attended Eungelical refuious gatherings.
Because of his many activities, he did not
receive his M.A. urtil l87l and his D.D.
in 480.
Tne pupn an
plattorn tlerc the
only two places whee
he appead to be
All his earthly dreams
were dashed in June l&11.
Dire and sudden news ar-
rived that the Ryle Bank of
Maccle$eld and Marrtrster
was sadly and hopelessly
ruined, due to mismanage-
ment by an untrusfuor0ry'
emplcryee. Ryle's fither lost
his entire fortune in a single
day. The son lost his mag-
nificent inheritance and the
opporbmity to continue pur-
suing a career marked out
for the highest distinctions.
He hadto make atesh sbrt.
Ryle decided to enter
the ministry and was
ordained an Anglican priest
in December 1811. He took
up duties as curate in the
New Forest ofExbury. There
he laid out and delineated
the foundation and prin-
ciples of his fiblong ministry.
In the midst of this rough
and neglected parish he set
out to win back tlrc trust and goodv'rll of
his people through qstematic visitation.
Abandoning the notion to frshion an
eloquent preaching style, he cultirated a
plain, tene, and forcefirl mode of address
that would put him at once in touch with
the heart and conscience of his humble
hearers.
Trno years later Ryle's health broke,
and he nas compelled to relinquish his
parish to become rector of the Church of
St. Thomas in Winchester. He was well-
receircd, and within five months the
church grew to the limits of its capacity.
Nerrertheless, a doud of desperate porcrty
and a keen feeling of awkvadness about
being a young and unmarried minister in
a vrcaltry city church haunted him. He
shrank as much as oossible from social
genuinely happy.
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contacts and readily accepted a small
country assignment rvhen the oppor-
tunity arose.
At Easter in 18,14 he moved to a
pleasant parish in Helrningham, Suffolk,
beginning 36 years of ministry in that
region. In this crucible God's grace
forged the character of a vessel for His
own bidding. Although Ryle often visited
other parishes and neighboring towns as
guest speaker in his early years at Helrn-
ingham, he did not make friends with the
clergy families and remained a bad social
mixer. As a result, he never fully lost t}te
reputation of "being unsociable, distant,
reserved, and indisposed to encourage
friendship." The pulpit and plaform nere
the only two places where he appeared
to be genuinely happy.
On October 29, 1845, Ryle manied
Matilda Plumptre in Helmingham
Church. Their frst child was bom in June
lMI and bapfined Georyina Matilda m
honor of her mother and lady Georgina,
wi{e of wealthy parishioner John
Tollemache, who had died in July of the
previous year. Only 10 days after the
birth of their dawhter, Matilda Ryle
herself fell ill. She died a short time later.
and Ryle was overwhelmed with grief.
To rr,, nenbevhfu
in a localchurch
without a perc onal
rclationship
with Jesus Christ
was not sufficient.
Then on February 21, 1850, Ryle
married Jessie \4hlker. She had been a
close friend to his first wife and Lady
Tollemache for several years. Six months
after they were married Jessie became
sickly and remained so until her death
10 years later. She required expert
medical help in London as she bore each
of their four children. In March 1860 the
second Mrs. Ryle contracted a kidney
disease and died within two months,
leaving her husband with five children
between the ages of 2 and 14 years.
At length Ryle received a call from
the bishop of Norwich to become vicar
at the nearby parish of Stradbroke, Suf-
folk. He moled there in 1861, and in
October ofthat year he marriedHenrietta
Clowes. Carrying out her duties with a
ready and lwing spirit the third Mrs. Ryle
soon won the affection ofthe children and
made her husband's home happy again
until her death in 1889.
The Suffolk 1ears, though filled with
penonal struggle and fficulty, were
among Ryle's most fruitful. There he
resumed work on the biblical and
historical studies he started at Exbury.
This resulted in his seven-volume series
d Erfusitory Thmd* and other publica-
tions. His labors were also extended to
other areas of leadership and ministry
among Elangelical churchmen. During
the 1860s Ryle championed Evangelical
causes on all ftonts. A staunch supporter
of Consermtive theology, he was a long-
time outspoken opponent of the Tiac-
tarian Movement, the popery the
Oxford Movement, and theological
Liberalism.
When Liberals wantonly attacked the
inspiration and authority of Scripture,
Ryle preached the Arurual Sermon of the
Church Missionary Society in 1862, at
the moment when the theological storm
as at its heights. He followed in the train
of eighteentl-century Ewngelicals, who
regarded the Bible to be given by the
Holy Spirit and therefore infallible and
inerrant.
ln another direction, he led Evan-
gelicals in reversing the trend to
avoid ecclesiastical meetings because
they had long been shut out of the
ministerial church. He participated in
the first meeting of the Church Congress
in 186l and padicipated on the Con-
gress platform for the 6rst time n
1866. Other Eralgelical leaders soon
followed.
The 1870s witnessed Ryle at his
prime. Although he held to old paths tn
doctrine, he vas in great demand as a
preacher. His popularity on the Church
Congress and at the Islington Conference
helped to spread his influence far and
wide. When the Tiractarian Party sought
to revive the Church Corvocation, Ryle
sought to direct it as he had the Con-
gress Movement, by writing daring let-
ters to The Record. ln 1880 he was
named to the newly created post as.
Bishop of Liverpool, where he re-
mained until shortly before his death on
June 10, 1900.
As bishop he was one of the most
prominent leaders of the Erangelical
hrty in the Anglican church. He de-
fended his strong Erangelical convictions
in forcefirl and simple language as the
rightftd heritage of the Anglican church.
In an article on "The True Church,"
published in ?fte Fznfumentals, Ryle set
forth a low-church position saying, "The
one true Church of all believers is the
Inrd Jesus. It is made up of all God's
elect, all converted men and women,
a.ll true Christians." To him membership
in a local church without a personal rela-
tionship with Jesus Christ was not
sufficient.
A prolific author, Ryle wrote widely
circulated tracts and books. His seven
volumes of Exbositury Thotqhts were
wdtten just prior to the rise of the Cam-
bridge School of Nerv Testament
Scholars, which included Lightfoot,
Westcott, and Hort. In them Ryle
demonsbated his own breadth and depth
of learning. In a.ll of his work Ryle
maintained his utter simplicity of style
and sincerity of soul-the two traits he
had developed early in his ministry at
Exbury.
I Willian E. Nix is executive direc-
tor of the Hillcrest Institute in Dallas,
Te><as. He holds a Ph.D. from the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma.
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Fundamentalist Journal
by John Charles Ryle
Jesus Chist the same ysterday, and to-
da1, and for eaer (Heb. 13:8).
lwals the same! Unchanging!
That is a glorious character; a
character which belongs to
nothing that is of the earth; a character
which He alone deserves who is the tord
from heaven.
This world in which we live and move
and have our being has stamped upon it
the marks of a tremendous change; it is
no longer the same as it was in the begin-
ning. No more the same than the gallant
ship which yesterday did wa.lk ttre waten
like a tling of life, and today is dashed
high on the beach and lies there a wreck,
dismasted. shattered. and forsaken.
There is nothing on earth that you can
say is unchangeable, it is always the
same, yesterday, today, and forever.
The empires ald kingdoms of this
world continue not the same. Not all tlle
victories that mighty conquerors have
won, not all the blood that they have
spilled to cement and make firm their
thrones, not all the gold and treasure
they have heaped together, not all the
territory tlley have brought under thea
authority, not all tlrc laws they have
carefully bamed for their subjects, have
ever alailed to build up one single king-
dom that has stood firm andundestroyed.
Even churches continue not the
same. Alas! There is only too much
evidence that they too may fall to pieces
and decay. Where are the churches
whose hith and patience and love and
zeal shine forth so brightly in the Acts
and Episdes of the New Testament?
Where is the church of Antioch and the
church of Ephesus, the church of Philippi
and the church of Berea, the church of
Thessalonica ld the church of Corinth?
They are gone, tley are dead, they are
fallen. They kept not their first estate.
They became high-minded and puffed up
with self-conceit. They did not perswere
in well-doing. They did not abound in the
fruits of righteousness, and so tlte Lord,
who had grafted them in, did also cut
them off like witlered ald useless
branches-and if arything can be said to
remain of tlem, it is but the wreck and
The Unchanging Christ
remnant of what they once were. Doubt-
less, beloled, there are promises belong-
ing to Christ's church generally. The
gates of hell shall not prevail against
it. The Lord will never leave Himself
without a witness, but there is no
assunnce that the church of any par-
ticular place or nation shall abide un-
changed, except she continue faithflrl.
Men's circumstalces are always
changing-they are never long the same.
Few indeed are those who have not
learned this by bitter experience. Some
begin life with every prospect of eartbly
prosperity, and before they harc reached
their prime their riches seem to have
melted away, and are scattered like the
leaves in autumn, and they find them-
selves stripped of their possessions.
Others, who linow not what it is to want,
are smitten with some sore disease.
They hale no power to enjcy the fortune
God has given them. Often would they
give all their riches for a little health and
think it cheaply purchased. Others with
bodily strength and store of worldly
goods are bereaved of friends by death
or separation. Year after year their be-
loved ones are all cut dovr or removed,
until at lengti they stand, like the last
tree of the forest, a.ll single and alone.
look at men's minds. They are not
always the same. It is a beautiful thing,
is the mind of man, by nature, when
trained and educated and polished as it
may be. But often we see that mind
become a mere wreck, tie eye become
dim, and the natural force abated. The
memory fails, the senses are deadened.
We see all the weakness of chiklhood
without its plaldrlness and light heart..
This is a grief, and one more proof that
we are not always the same.
Look at men's affections. They are
not alwals the same. They may be warm
and strong for a season, but even they
cool. Often, time and absence and the
world cause strangeness and coldness
There's a case
to be madefor decency.
There is nothing innocenr abour
pornography.  In  th is  t imely book
Donald Wi ldmon re l ls  of  the rer-
r ib le  ev i l  that  resul ts  when por-
nography remains unchecked.
You l l  l ind in  th is  book a c lear
responsib le argument  against
p o r n o g r a p h y  - a n  a r g u m e n l
supported by facls and documen-
tat ion.  Just  the lype of  argument
that  lJ  help *  in  the ever-escala l -
ing ba t t le against pornugraphy.
You'll also learn practical ways in- which yiu too can diedk out
responsibly for the cause ofdecency.
Donald Wi ldmon,  a former pastor ,  now serves as Execut tve
Director of the National Federation for Decency, an organization
that has already made strides in the struggle
VICTOR against pornography. 96.95
At bookstores everwhere, or wtite:
PO. Box 1825, Wheaton, lL 60189
A Division of Scripture Press Pub ications, Inc.BOOKS
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between spirit and spirit, bitter and pain-
ful to bear but it must be borne. Business
and new ties and new residence and new
relations nip off old friendships. Our
changing affections are. one more proof
that notlfng remains alvays the same.
Omvard, omrard we are all moving.
There is no standing still. The inhnt will
soon be a bcry, and the boy a man, and
the man will fnd gray hairs upon him long
before he e:rpects, and the grave will be
ready for him probably before he is ready
for it. Whatever happens, we are rolling
omrard tovmrd the end, and this we may
be sure of-we shall never be long with-
out some change. \4b shall never ftrd our
state is long the same. Tbmorrow and
yesterday may be widely different.
Once more. The holiest saints of God
are not alvays the same. Sb harre no fear
tlat their names will ever be blotted 6om
the Iamb's Book of Life. but we beliere
their hearts are often flled with shame
and confusion because of their own
shodcomings and unsteady walk with
God. Show me one single serr"ant of the
Lord in Scripture who did not at some
time err and stumble in his course, who
did not by his inconsistency or sin give
occasion to the Iord's enemies to
blaspheme. Oh, but the best of men harc
given melancholy proof that as long as
we are in the body we are liable to
clwue. lb venture to assert therc is not
one in the white-robed company of the
redeemed who would tell pu he had
always held on his vay without vr&€ring,
always fought an equally good fight; not
one but could remember that at his best
there were days of spiritual sloth and
drowsiness, days of unholy and un-
Christlike tempers, days of vanity and
self-conceit, drys of self-indulgence and
conformity to this 'iDrld, days of coldness
ald want of love-and each the cause of
pain and sorrov/ and self-abasement.
No, beloved, there is nothing un-
changeable and the same here below.
Kingdoms, churches, human conditions,
holy Christians, all are alike in this
respect-they are liable to alter. They are
never long tlrc same.
Where are we to look for conrfort and
rest to our souls? V& want a sure and
lasting foundation. We unnt a hope in
which there is no variableness nor
shadow of turning. And mark ye, every
one, this cafflot be on earth. God under-
stands the rmy thereof, and He knows
the place where peace may be found, and
in the te:* He sets it openly before our
eyes: 'Jesus Christ the same yesterday,
and to-day, and for ever."
Kingaons, churches,
human conditions,
holy Chrtsfians,
all arc alike
in this resryt-
thq arc liable to altei
thq are never long
the same.
Jesus has ever been the same in His
office, person, and nature. Before the
mountains were brought forth, or the
earth and world vrcre formed, ftom ever-
lastingJesus Christ was, like the Father,
very God. From the beginning He was
foreordained to be the Sadour of sirmers.
He was always the kmb slain from the
foundation of the world, without whose
blood there could be no remission. The
same Jesus, to whom alone we may look
for salrration, tlnt same Jesus was the
only hope of Abel and Enoch and Noah
and Abraham and all the patriarchs. What
we are privileged to see distinctly they
doubfless saw indistinctly, but theSariour
both ne and they rest upon is one. It vas
Chdst Jesus who qas foretold in all the
prophets, and foreshadourcd and repre-
sented in all the lar: the claily sacrifice of
t}e lamb, the cities of refuge, the brazen
serpent. AIl tlrcse vrcre so many emblems
to Israel of that Redeemer who was yet
to come, and without whom no man
could be saved. There never was but one
rcad to heaven: Jesus Christ rvas tlre way,
the truth, and the life yesterday as well
as today.
The cluncter ofJesus Christ is always
tle same. What He uas inthe NewTesta-
ment days He continues to be now, and
will be even to the end. Consider now, I
pray you, what a mine ofcomfort and con-
solation lies in that single thougbt.
Always the same in lore toward men's
souls. Love toward a hllen world made
Him lay aside for a season His glonous
majesty and honor, and take upon Him
the form of a ser nt upon earth. Love
constrained Him to endure the Crcss and
despise the shame, and lay down His life
for us the unSratefirl and the ungodly.
Iove moved Him to shed tears wer
bloody-minded, unbelieving Jemsalem,
because she would not knov'r the things
belonging to her peace. And it is just the
same love that He feels toward sinners
now. He never changes.
Jesus is always the same in His power
to save. It was He who cast forth seven
devils ftom Mary Magdalene and raised
her up to newness of life. It was He who
gave that blessed assunnce to the dying
thief who prdyed to be remembered,
"To-day shalt thou be with me in
paradise." It was He who met the per-
secuting Saul on his way to Damascus,
and cast him do$n to the ground with all
his pride, and put in him a ne\ry heart, and
set him forth to preach the fiith he had
once destroyed. Christ Jesus is still just
the same-able to save to the uttermost
all who come to fu by Him.
Jesus Christ is alvays the same in His
willingness to receive the penitent. Who
was it tlEt used tlDse comforting words,
"Come unto Me, all ye that labour and
are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest": "Him that cometh to me I will in
no wise cast out"; "The Son of man is
come to seek and to save that which was
lost"; "Every one which seeth the Son,
and believeth on him, may have elerlast-
ing life"? Who was it butJesus Christ-
ever the same!
Jesus Christ is aln'ays the same in His
power to preserve. He will not begin the
work of grace and leave it uncompleted;
for it is His own word, "My sheep hear
my voice, and I know them and they fol-
low me: and I give unto them eternal life;
and they shall never perish, neither shall
any man pluck them out of my hand." It
was He who raised the apostles after
they had shamefully forsaken Him and
fled. It was He who turned the heart of
even Peter back again, though he had
denied Him before His face. And what
He did then. beloved. He will do now
also, for every believer. It shall never be
said tlat ary trusted in Jesus and were
confounded, for the Author and Finisher
of our fiith never changes.
Always the same! It is this that gives
such rralue to the Gospels in which our
Lord's history is told. It is this that
makes the gospel so q<cellent and
precious. We do not bid you depend on
anything less than the tried cornerctone,
the fountain whose water shall never bil-
the city of refuge whose rmlls shall never
be broken down-the sure Rock of Ages.
Churches may decay and perish; riches
may make themselves wings andflyarry;
but he that builds his happiness on Chnst
crucified and union with Hfun by hith,
that man is standing on a foundation that
shall never be moved, and will know
something of true peace. I
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I WANTED ANSWERS...
AND I FOUND THEM IN
THE NEW TESTAMENT
hat is the real meaning of life? Where will I go when ldie? Will
anything ever li l l this emptiness inside me?
Sooner or lateL everyone taces these questlors.
For Jetl, it was sooner. Jefl was only 17 years old and full of the hurts
and trustrations of adolescence. He listened to friends and sought fulfil l-
ment as they did - in worldly terms. But the emptiness temained, no matler
what he tried.
Then one Sunday a cousin invited Jeff to attend church with him. As they walked in the door, Jeff was
handed a gitt of the New Testament. He didn't realize it at that exact moment, but that Book would change
everything for him.
The answerc to his guestlons werc therc-in God's Words.
Jeff wrote to the American Bible Sociely to tell us how the New Testament changed his lite, answered his
questions-beginning on that Sunday 15 years ago. He said:
"When I went home, I just couldn't put my New Testament down...Every time I read it, I felt the Holy Spirit
drawing me to Jesus and my desire to read it would increase. Everything that I read in that Book seemed to
answer the many questions in my mind. I got down on my knees and asked Jesus to take care of my
l i le  and He d id!"
Noto You Can Help People Lihe Jeff Find the Ansuers That Mahe Life Worth Liaing
Introducing EXTRA.LOW.COST NEW TESTAMENTS In
Two Popular Translations ldeal lor Evangelism and
Communily Outreach Programs.
lf you believe in the power of God's Word to change lives, the
American Bible Society invites you to take advantage of this
remarkable offer. These full-size, low-cost Scriptures are ideal for
a variety of uses: as newcomer gifts and church attendance
prizes, for youth evangelism programs, for community distribu-
tion, outreach to hospitals, nursing homes and prisons.
Th€ NgwTeslamenl. King JamesV€rsion. Verse.style text, section
headings, footnotes and references. Paperbound {5% x 8 in.)
KJV Order No.02075 . . . . . . . . . . . . $.40
The New Teslamenl. New Intemational Velslon. Paragraph-style
text with section headings, tootnotes and relerences. Paperbound
{5% x 8 ln.)
NlV Order No.02994 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.65
The New Teslamgnt has lhe answers ihe world is waiting for.
Name
c/o
City-Slalo Zlp.
Crodll card ord€B mu3l lolel 320.00
Method of payment
.Check I Money order -Visa ! MaslerCard
American Bible Society
P.O. Box 5674
Grand Central Stat ion
New York. NY 10163
rqv - ,a  f  f  l  I I ]
erpires | | |
SiSnaturc
For credll crrd odois ol120.00 or moro u3o our 2+hou. toll.lroo numbec 1-800-543€000. Ooerator 312.
Oder No, Ouaniity Name ol ltem Price Toial
02075 The New Testament (KJV) $.40
02994 The New Testament (NlV) $.65
17298 Scripture Resources Catalog
'Hand l i ng  Fee
Handllng Foo8: Subtotal$.01-S9.99 add $.9O,
$10.00-$19.99 add$1.rJo, Sales Tax (CA only)
$20.00'and over add S1.95 Order Total
l l o.oo or mo.6. Gift  forWorld Outreach
Grand Total
N97559
LU Spotlight
A Counselor for Life
Dreams really do come
true. When Melanie Lockard
saw the frkn A Matter of Choin
at TRBC, she determined to
become a pro-life counselor.
"I wanted to talk to gids
facing unwanted pregnancies,
and I wanted to be able to help
fnem.
Melanie graduated from
LU in 1982, and continued her
education in the master of
counseling program. Today
she is staff counselor for the
Liberty Godparent Ministry in
Lynchburg.
"Before I completed my
master's degree, I was a
houseparent for adolescent
girls facing crisis pregnancies.
But through experience, I
learned that being a house-
parent and being a counselor
are two different roles. The
girls need an authority figure
when it comes to counseling;
a houseparent is more on a
friendship basis. "
As a crisis intervention
counselor, Melanie meets
with her clients weekly. She
offers guidaace to help them
deal with the past and face tie
future. In addition, she coun-
sels with their parents to help
Worthington
An All-Time
Favorite
At the Minnesota Twins
Silver Amiversary, A.l Worth-
ington made a hit with the fans.
They voted him the all-time
team relief pitcher. Worthing-
ton's Minnesota connections
date back to 1950, when he
pitched semi-pro ball. He was
relief pitcher for the Twins
from 1964 to 1969, saving 21
games during the Twins' 1965
World Series season.
Worthington came to
Liberty in 1973 as baseba.ll
coach, and now he is LU ath-
letic director, heading 10
men's and 5 women's teams.
Two LU players, Sid Bream
of the Pittsburgh Pirates and
Lee Guetterman ofthe Seattle
Mariners, turned pro underhis
coaching. His baseball teams
had a record of 343-191-1 over
13 seasons and finished fifth
three times at the NAIA World
Series. All of LU's athletic
teams, except football, are
preparing for Divison 1-A by
the 1988-89 school year. Foot-
ball will be 1-AA that year.
In an interview with the
Minnzapolis Star and Trikuu,
Worthington said, ' 'Recruiting
isn't a problem. Students from
all 50 states ard 34 countries
attend Liberty. A lot of people
would love my job. You know
what these boys ca.ll me? 'Sir.
Yes sir.' We don't have to ex-
plain why we're doing every-
thing here. They want to
come here."
Worthington became a
Christian in 1958 while attend-
ing a Billy Graham crusade.
His faith was tested while
pitching for the Chicago White
Sox. He disagreed when a
hired spy with binoculars tole
opposing catchers' signals to
pitchers, and then alerted
White Sox hitters. Worth-
ington confronted both the
owner and manager. After no
action was taken, herefusedto
play for the Sox. That's what
makes an all-time favorite.
Calendar
November
1-2-LU College for a
Weekenl
13-15-LU Drama depan-
ment ,lesents
"Romw and Juliet"
20-22-" Romeo and Juliet' '
25-December 3
-Thanhsgiting break
December
1 2 -14 -Liuing Christmas
Tiee, TRBC
them do the same. She is also
involved in group counseLing,
where members of the goup
interact to share common feel-
ings and thoughts. ' 'They call
me the referee , ' ' Melanie said.
She awards credit to the
counseling professors at LU
for the rea.lization of her
dream. "l rea.lly believe in
that school. It taught me notto
be sadsfied with mediocre
Christianity. If it's Christian, it
oughttobe better. The profes-
sors at Liberty, especially
Dr. Ron Hawkins, helped me
specialize my education, so I
would better know how to
counsel adolescents. I encour-
age people who have their
degree in psychology to get
their master's in counseling.
There's so much they can
do. "
The most challenging part
of Melanie's job is getting
other Christians to see the
need to start crisis interven-
t.ion counseling programs. She
travels across the country to
train church staff who have
taken the initiative.
In addition to her career,
Melanie is a full-time wife and
mother. She is married to Bill
Lockard, advertising agent for
Fundamentalist Joumal. Bll
also graduated from Liberty
University and is pursuing his
master of religious education.
They have two daughters,
Amber, 23 months, and Lori
Beth, 8 months. When possi
ble the girls travel with their
mother.
s
*
At the Twins' Silver Anniversary, Al Worthington (far right) received a plaque as an all"time leam member.
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" 
'Round Again to Christmas"
TRBC's Living Christmas Tree
Thomas Road Baptist
Church's 1986 Living Cbrisr
mas Tree, December 12-14,
will feature sacred and secular
Christmas carols from the
past. New visual concepts
cast puppets in featured roles.
The 3O0-member cast
and crew includes the
OTGH choir and orchestra,
the Sounds of Liberty, the
LU Chamber Choir, the
Branches,  and solo is ts
Don Norman, Mack Dvans,
Robbie Hiner, Mark Lowry,
and Kendra Cook.
David Randlett is general
director; Mark Lowry dia-
logue/scriptwriter; Ray Locy
conducts the orchestra.
Five performances are
scheduled to accommodate
the many out-of-town and
local guests: Friday, Decem-
ber 12, 7 :00 p.m. ; Saturday,
D e c e m b e r  1 3 , 2 : 0 0  a n d
7:00 p.m.; and Sunday, De-
cember 14, 2 :00 and 6:00 p.m.
Children of the
Kingdom
"Suffer the little chil-
dren to come unto me, and
forbid them not: for of such is
the kingdom of God" (Mark
10:14). The L1'nchburg Cbris-
tian Academy Preschool/Day-
Care Center opened its doors
Looking
Back...1956
Broadcasting the
"Old-Time
Gospel Hour"
The initial broadcasts of
the "Old-Time Gospel Hour"
began in July 1956 with a daily
30-minute devotional service
on radio at 6:30 a.m. That
year airtime cost $7 per half-
hour, for a weekly cost of
$49. The same amount of
time on television cost $90.
Using records by singers
like Jack Holcomb, Dr. Falwell
presented the gospel in the
manner of tlre "Old Fashioned
Reviva.l Hour," with Charles
E. Fuller, a program he had
listened to in childhood. In
December 1956 Dr. Falwell
began to televise the "Old-
Time Gospel Hour." In those
days the prognm was pre-
pared live at L1'nchburg's
WSET-TV (then WLVA{V)
{rom 5:30 to 6:00 p.m. on
Sundays.
In 1962 WSLS-TV in
Roanoke became the new set-
ting for the taping of the "Old-
Time Gospel Hour." By the
next year, the broadcast
tapes were aired in Rich-
mond, Virginia, and Bluefield,
West Virginia.
With a desire to break
away from the studio format,
the church purchased black-
and-white cameras from a
Roaroke station in 1968, and
the program developed its
current format of taping dur-
ing the regular Sunday morn-
ing church service. Many of
the television crew were dedi-
With the support of the
first Faith Parrners in 1968,
over a dozen cities began
receiving the program. This
number quickly increased,
ald by 1972 the total number
of stations reached 200.
of ministry in August 1985.
The staff consists of trained
Christian people who love the
Lord and have a genuine love
for cbildren.
The center at Thomas
Road Baptist Church cares
for children ages 2-and-a-
half through 5 during the day,
and for children tlrough age
12 before and after school.
Approximately 30 children in
the first through fifth grades
attend the center after school;
another 30 or more 4- ald
5-year-olds stay at the center
in the afternoon; and around
40 preschool-age children par-
ticipate in the "Eady Learn-
ing Center" program between
8:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
This ministry is more than
just a babt/-sitter. Dedicated
staff members take each
child's developmental process
into consideration when im-
plementing the experience-
based curriculum. Learning
centers and activities are ap-
propriate to each age level.
The curriculum helps each
child develop interpersonal
relationships, strengthen
gross motor skills, thinking
skills, and verbal communica-
tion skills.
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b1 Cheryl Forbes
K l) 'tt is not, for most of us, a
f p.g"-t of splendor but isL/ tmde uo of manv sma.ll
things, rather lfte an old-hshioned piece-
work quilt." As anyone who has made a
patchwork quilt kno*s, it takes years to
gather the scraps and leftovers, then
painstakjngly and patientJy piece the
scraps togetier into a beautifrrl, imagina-
tive pattem. A finished patchwork quilt
is not only beautiful but also usefirl-
wam, comforting, inviting-a good
image for what our relationships should
be and how imagination functions. Each
of us is made up of scraps that did not
quite fit the garment at the time. We
leave the leftovers everywhere-in the
attic, the closet, under the bed, tucked
away on a shelf. It often takes another
person to discover them, puzzled as to
why such beautifirl fabric tlas left to
molder. The whole can become much
more than the sum of its parts when we
stitch with imagination. Mismatched
colors, ragged edges like disparate pieces
of several jigsaw puzzles, patterns that
make no sense at first sight, can all blend
together when pieced as a quilt. Our
patchvork lives may take years to finish,
but that is part of the wonder and joy of
living.
A qutrt cannot rnake itself; nor can we
make ourselves. Contrary to what
modem psychiatry tells us, becoming
ounelves is something we needn't wor4r
about. Our business is not to discover
ourselves, but God and othe6. It is other
people's business to discover us. We
need spouse, fiends, and acquaintances
whose imaginations how us what we can
become; God i,vorking through them to
mal(e of us a one-of-a-kind patchwork
quilt. We ate in good hands. And, of
course, our hands will be too busy piec-
ing together a quilt for someone else to
interfere with the stitchers working on
ours,
I Mapted fuom Imaginatinn: Embrac-
bg a Theologt of Wondzr by Cheryl
Forbes, cop]'right 1986, Multnomal
Press, Portland, Oregon 97266. Used by
Dermission.
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THE CASE AGAINST
PORNOGRAPHY
by Donald E. Wildmon
The back cover of this book wams
that it is for concerned adults only. The
opentive word in this statement is coz-
cerned. The Case Against Pornography
contains truth that many of us would
rather not know. It imrolves a lifesMe and
worldview that Chdstians find repugnant,
yet it is imperative for believers to know
the facts concerning pornography. Long
ago Patrick Henry, in his famous
"Liberty or Death" speech, stated: "V€
are apt to shut our eyes against a painful
truth, and listen to the song of the siren
until she transforms us into beasts. Is this
the part of wise men. . . . For my part,
whatever anguish of spirit it may cost,
I am willing to know the whole truth; to
know the worst and to provide for it."
Without being explicitly rulgar, Don
Wildmon has let the reader know the
worst in order for him to provide for it.
Many people conceptualize pomograptry
as an airbrushed centerfold in a men's
magazine-a woman nude from the waist
up and possibly not even facing the
camera. In 1970 when the Presidential
Commission whitewashed the pornogra-
phy issue, that was indeed the case, but
that is no longer true. "Whatever sexu-
al aberration the mind of man can con-
ceive is now alailable in the area of
pornography." And 75 to 90 percent of
this "adr:.It" fare eventua.lly fnds its way
into the hands of children! What wil hap-
pen to a society whose children learn
their views about human sexuality from
this type of filth?
Some of the strongest facets of this
book are the chapten contribuied by cer-
tain professiona.ls. One is by Dr. Victor
Cline from the psychology department at
the University of Utah. Dr. Cline citeq
irrefutable evidence linking pornography
with rape and other violence against
women. The common rape myth in por-
nogrzptry tells the reader that women will
say that they do not wish to be raped,
but that once the rape has begun, they
actually enjoy it. "This is perceived as
creating a cultural climate in which a
npist feels he is merely giving in to a
norma.l urge and a woman is encouraged
to believe that sexual masochism is
healtlry liberated fun." Dr. Cline's studies
have shown that people who are consis-
tently exposed to this t]?e of stimulus
will be stimulated, instructed in tie per-
formance of the act. desensitized of any
inhibitions about the act, and will be ln-
creasingly likely to perform that act.
Dr. Elizabeth Holland, a Memphis
pediatrician, often sees the victims of
pornography in her practice. She treats
children who have been sexually ex-
ploited by people who feed on pornog-
raphy. Consen"tive estimates say that
somewhere in the United States a child
is sexually abused every trvo minutes,
and there is increasing proof that this
abuse is fueled by pornography. 'A l-os
Angeles police department investigation
studied over 40 child molestation cases
during a five-month period and inter-
viewed rnore than 100 victims and sus-
pects. Pornography was found to be
present in every case."
This is just a partia.l isting of the bad
news presented in this book, but it con-
tains good news as well. Wildmon offers
the following chapters, "What Can We
Do?" "How to Stad a bcal Antipornog-
An excerpt from
THE CASE AGAINST
PORNOGRAPHY
Edna Buchanan, a staff rlTiter
for the Miami HeraW, wrole an
article concerning the Pillow Case
Rapist, a person who committed
a number of rapes in her area.
Scientists at the FBI Academy in
Quantico, Virginia, at the request
of Metro police, studied the rapes
and prepared a five-page psycho-
logica.l profile of the rapist. Among
the characieristics which the scien-
tists listed for the rapist was this
one: "He collected Plafioy, then
P e n t h o u s e  m a g a z i n e s . . . a n d
dreamed of rape. Then he slipped
over the threshold of fantasy into
the reality of sexual assault."
But st.ill those who produce ald
sell pornogaptry tell us that their
publications and movies do not
cause people to commit the acts
they see. They say that magazines
such as Playboy and Penthouse Ne
harmless.
In another study, the FBI's
most ambitious attempt to create
a profile of a sex killer, found that
such men who kill-and kill
again-often cannot tell the differ-
ence between reality and fantasy,
even when they are committing
murder.
FBI interviews with 36 con-
victed sex killen-including many
serial murders-reveal that virtu-
ally all of them have long-standing
fantasies of murder that are "as
real to them as their acts of
murder."
The FBI report said that the 36
killers were usually Caucasian and
eldest sons who grew up in homes
where alcohol abuse was a big
problem. Most of the offenders
"did not have a satisfactory rela-
tionship with their fathers." In ad-
dition, the report said that 81
percent of the sex killers reported
their biggest sexua.l interest was in
reading pomogaphic materials. . .
The coast-to-coast interviews
with the jailed killers, who were
not identified, were part of an FBI
effort to develop a psychological
profle of sex murderers in an effort
to track down future killers faster.
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raptry Group," and "Model Obscenity
Statute" with which every concemed
person should be frmiliar. The good
news, as reported by the latest Attorney
General's Commission on Pornogra.plry,
is that this smut can be eradicated from
our land if every concerned citizen be-
comes involved. Begin by reading this
book. Then call and write to the White
House, the Attorney General, your two
senators, and congressrnan. Demand
that the recommendations of the com-
mission be enacted. And follorv the other
strategies delineated in this book as well.
If we do these things, perhaps the ne)rt
time Dr. Holland holds in her lap an
abused child who asks, "Wlry did this
happen to me?" she won't have to an-
swer, "Because good men and good
women and good ministers sat back and
did nothing!" Mctor Books, 1986,204
pp., $6.95) Daryl W Pittg
-
BOOKNOTES
LIVING ON THE RAGGED EDGE
Comlng to Terms with Reality
by Charles Swindoll
In pursuit of a dream? A promotion,
a raise, a degree, a house, a husband?
Solomon wrote a book about his pursuit
of happiness. He was the wisest, richest
man who ever lived-and a preacher too.
Yet, after trying everything "under the
sun," he concluded that "a[ is ranity."
Charles Swindoll calls it "living on the
ragged edge, coming to terms with
reality."
Writing in a conversational manner,
Swindoll unearths the gems of Ec-
clesiastes which lie buried in the poetic
text. He applies Solomon's analogy of life
to dreams that lose their luster-a sour
rracation, a marriage on the rocks, a
nightmare of a job, and on and on.
Through personal erperiences, humol
and carefully interjected book e-rcerpts,
Swindoll compels the reader to study his
applications and move from the "ragged
edge of living" to the central being of
Christ. (Wbrd Books, 1985, 376 pp.,
$12.95) Martha Harper
WHAT EVERY PASTOR'S WIFE
SHOULD KNOW
by Ruthe white
Written from many ye:rs
perience as a pastor's wife,
of ex-
and the
results of a questionnaire sent to many
women in the same or similar positions,
this book covers numerous problems.
Some are encountered only by women
who live in parsonages, or are mored fre-
quently by their denominations, or are
expected to have the theological exper-
tise of their husbands.
Many women whose husbands are rr
full-time Christian service feel ill-
prepared for the cha.llenges t]ley meet.
This book is a guide to such practical
things as ethics and hospitality, and in-
cludes helos for involvement in church
activities. The author even provides a
few recipes to serve 100 people!
Using the "Growth Plan" and sug-
gested reading list at the end of each
chapter, a woman can assess her role,
taling a serious look at her relationship
to God. to her husband. and to their
calling.
While every suggestion may not fit
every situation, any wife can benefit from
reading this book if she wants to enhance
her service for the Lord as the minister's
loving helpmeet. (Tl.ndale House, 1986,
A5 pp., $5.95) I-orna Dobson
TWO FRIENDS IN LOVE
by Ed and Carol Neuenschwander
Tno Fiends in laae is an unusua.l
book that feels as though it was written
by two people. The Neuenschwarders
reflect on years of their own growth in
rnarriage and the successes and failures
they have shared as their friends'
marriages grew, succeeded, and failed.
This personal book deals with the rn-
portance of commitment; marriage-
modeling; making spirit-led, unselfish
choices; and accepting responsibility for
living within the parameterc of the mar-
riage vow.
As with many books published by
Multnomah, Tuo Friends in Loue canbe
used as a devotional, a study guide, and
as homework in a young married class.
This book is worth the money and the
time to read it. It is especially suited for
married couples in their early years of
growth together. (Multnomah Press,
1986, 194 pp., $6.95) David R. Miller
NOW THAT I BELIEVE
by Robert A. Cook
Not a quick guide to spiritual maturity,
but a practical book for new Christians,
this book tells a new convert what hap-
pens in the New Birth experience. Writ-
ten in lay terminology, it outlines the
assurance one can have in this lasting.
joyfirl relationship with the I-ord. Chap-
ters answer questions on temptation,
Bible-reading, and prayer, and offer
guidelines for daily living. It is full of
Scriptures that should be digested by
every member of the family of God. This
would be a thoughtful gift for anyone,
teenager or older. who is a "babe in
Ckist." (Moody Press, J986, 112 pp.,
$2.95) L.D.
E
RECORD REVIEW
PRAISE HIM NOW
by Kelly Nelon Thompson
Kelly is an excellent singer. She is
probably known for her music with the
Rex Nelon Singers, but this record will
show her unique ability not only to sing
wit\ a group, but also as a soloist. Some
of the music is ratier contemporary, but
will prove to be a blessing to gospel
music lovers. (Word Records, $9.95)
Don Norman
Our world is changing fa$ertodaythan atanyothertjme in history
From microchips to Star Wa6. From commun jcations to generics.
ln The Raceforthe 2lst CentuDtTimLaHaye reveals a prophetic
view of the next decade. And the dramatic changes thatwillaffect our
education, government, society and family life. Then, by implementing
God s principles, LaHaye provides concrete ways to prepare forthe
future So thatwe don'tbecome its victims.
Tomorrow is already wayahead ofyou Don'tget left behind. Pick
upyour cow of The Raceforthe 2lst centurytoday
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You Can Get
Your Prayers
Answered
by Tom l(allace
Any believer can talk to
God and get results. There
is no magic formula or secret
code. The Bible simply
says, "Ask." Great men of
prayer, such as George
Mueller and R.A. Toney,
were not God's pets with
some "in" that the rest of
us do not have. They simply
followed some basic re-
quirements given in the
Bible for getting vrhat they
walted from God.
To get our prayers
answered, we must first get
into a right relationship
with Christ and His Word,
Jesus said, "If ye abide in
me, and my words abide in
you, ye shall ask what ye
will, and it shall be done
unto you" Qohn 15:7).
Abiding in Christ means full
surrender of heart, spirit,
and body. The abiding be-
liever must continually feed
upon the Scriptures and be
occupied with a deep desire
to know more of God's Word.
I[e must pray accord-
ing to His will. "Ard this
is the confidence that we
have in him, that, if we ask
any thing according to his
will, he heareth us: And if
we know tiat he hear us,
whatsoever we ask, we know
that we have the petitions that
we desired of him" (1 John
5:14-15). Anything within
tle framework of God's will
can be secured by praying
for it. We must be careful
lest we be led astray from
God's will by personal
desires. Every experience
must be tested and analyzed
to make sure of His will in the
matter.
We must allow the
Holy Spirit to assist us
in our praying. "Likewise
the Spirit also helpeth our
infirmities: for we know not
what we should pray for as we
ought: but the Spirit itself
ma}eth intercession for us
with groanings which cannot
be uttered" (Rom. 8:26).
The Holy Spirit is our
wonderful Friend and Helper.
We must be conscious of His
help and allow Him to impress
us with the right things for
which to pray.
We are to pray with
a proper motive. "Ye
ask, and receive not, because
ye ask amiss, that ye may
consume it upon your lusts"
(ames 4:3). We are not to
look upon God as a big welfare
department doling out as-
sistance like a federal give-
away program. He is our
heavenly Father giving all that
we request to help us serve
Him better. If I am working
or:ly for me, my prayer will
not get far; but if I need
something for the work's
sake, He is willing to supply
that.
We must also ask in
faith. Faith comes easily
when we abide in Him and His
Word abides in us. "If any of
you lack wisdom, let him ask
of God, that giveth to all men
liberally, and upbraideth not;
and it shall be given him. But
let him ask in faith, nothing
wavering. For he that
wavereth is like a wave of the
sea driven with the wind and
tossed. For let not that man
thinl that he shall receive any
thing of the Lord" (ames
1:5-7). Believing God's
promises and developing a
trust and confidence in
them is essential. When we
meet God's conditions, we
can pray and believe that our
prayers will be answered.
We are to confess all
known sin. "If I regard
iniquity in my heart, the Lord
will not hear me" (Ps. 66:18).
So many times the channel
to God's throne of grace is
blocked by some stubborn
will or spirit. When we are
sincere the Lord will call to
our attention the hindrance
to prayer and we can con-
fess it and be forgiven.
We need to realize
that God is waiting for
our prayer. "Call unto
me, and I will answer thee,
and shew tiee great and
mighty things, which thou
knowest not" $er. 33:3).
He delights to hear and
answer prayer. We can get
answers to our prayers. What
a tbrilling and wonderfirl op-
portunity He has given usl
I Torn Wallace is pastor
of Beth-Haven Baptist
Church in Louisville,
Kentucky.
Outline
The Model Prayer
Luke 11:2-4
A. The Right Relationship
1za)
B. The Right Attitude (2b)
C. The Right Priorities (3)
D. The Right Spirit (4)
Word Study
Hagiazo (hallou) has
particular signifi cance for
temple worship. The essen-
tial idea is that of "separa-
tion." In the Bible a cluster
of terms are associated with
God and with man's relation-
ship to Him-holy, sanctify,
hallow, consecrate, and so
forth. As they are associated
with God they represent
the opposite of "common. "
God is utterly unique and
glorious. Such glory cannot
be improved upon or
"magnified. " It can only be
humbly acknowledged(halloweA. Believers are
called "saints" (sanctif.ed
oazs) because they are
separated unto God for His
holy service. They too are
holy both "as" and
"because" He is holy.
Churches
That lgnite
Revival,
Part 2
How does a church lose
its flame? Perhaps it is like
Israel conquering the prom-
ised land. As long as the
enemy was there, they had
to rally to the sound of bat-
tle, equip themselves fike
men, and conquer the
enemy. Once they had the
victory, they settled down
and enjoyed the milk and
honey of tlte promised land.
When Alexander the
Great had no more worlds
to conquer, he sat down
and cried. When a pastor
has no more worlds to con-
quer, who should do the
weeping?
People are always search-
ing for the biggest and the
best. Once buses brought
tiousands to church. Then
television reached millions.
What is the next technique?
The next number?
For a church to stay on the
cutting edge, year after year,
it must eitier constantly
sharpen its edges, or come up
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with a new tool. Everyone
knows that razor blades
wear out, lawn mowers
need constant sharpening,
and every knife gets dull with
use. Perhaps these churches
were "hot" because they
found, developed, and used
the latest, most effective tools
to reach people for Jesus
Christ. Using tools is not
wrong, but remember, tools
are not permanent. Tools lose
their effectiveness when
times change. Principles are
eternal, and principles are
absolute. The church must
never give up or change its
principle of teaching people,
winning souls, or disciplhg
new Christians.
Some tools are no longer
in great need, as the tools
to shoe horses or an ice pick.
In the church, some of yester-
day's tools are not as
greatly used as in tie past.
For example, 50 years ago
Vacation Bible School was
one of the hottest tech-
niques. Every church in
town had one. People were
reached for Christ, children
were taught the Word of
God, and churches were re-
vitalized through their
ministry. Some old programs
like VBS still have a place, but
they are not our priority. The
same can be said for Smday
school busing. Though it does
not have the red-hot credi-
bility it once had, it still has a
place in church evangelism.
God seems to anoint a
method that is effective for a
generation or a decade. When
times change, a new tool is
needed to reach the next
generation. Experts who
study revival tell us a revival
tends to last only four years
and then begins to cool.
There seems to be a cor-
relation between "hot"
churches and ' 'anointed' '
methods. Use the methods
while they work, to win souls,
to build churches, and to disci-
ple believers. But when
times change, and the peo-
ple we are trying to reach
are no longer responsive to
our tools, \ye must be
quick to find a new tool to
get the job done.
I Elmer Towns
Transforming
Death Row
into Life Row
When George Gaines
answers the phone at his
California home, he always
says, "Jesus loves you" in
his youthirl voice. But he'll
be the first to say, "I'm 72
but look 92. " Don't let his
crooked back, his cane. or his
cataracts fool you. God has
chosen this crippled, yet
energetic man and his wife of
51 years, Ann, for a ministy
that has completely altered
their retirement years, but
more importantly, given hope
to those condemned on
America's death rows.
While living in Florida
and recuperating from a
series of hospita.lizations,
George walked out to the
beach late one afternoon. He
took with him a copy of
Iauing God. After reading the
6rst chapter, he says, "God
told me to write to every
prisoner on death row. "
Less than an hour later, he
came back up the sandy
path wondering what Ann
would say about the plan.
"Well, do it," Ann said.
That week, he wrote
Florida Governor Bob
Graham and Senator Paula
Hawkins, only to learn that
death row inrnates' names
are never released to the
public. But within a month,
a lst of a.ll 260 of Florida's
condemned prisoners arrived
in the mail. "I'm still stumped
over that one," George says.
"God only knows how those
addresses got here. " Since
moving to Soutlern California,
George and Ann work out of
their converted laundry room,
among duplicators and hun-
dreds of blank cassette tapes,
bringing their "Life Row
Ministry" to the 1,500 death
row inmates in 37 states.
George and Ann correspond
regularly with 350 prisoners,
sometimes receiving 30
letters.a day.
Because every letter is
answered within 24 hours,
plals and special occasions
can sometimes go awry. On
the Gaines's 50th wedding
anniversary, George spent 16
hours writing letters, with
only periodic rests for his
arthritic hand.
The message? Always
friendship and the gospel.
Because most prisoners
on death row are disowned
or forgotten by their families,
"they adopt us and we
adopt them, " George says.
Lowering his voice, he adds,
"I know these are friends we
To strengthen this bond,
the Gaineses publish a Life
Row "family album" at least
once a year. The small
booklet includes letters and
pictures from the Gaines's
own photo album. Several
Life Row prisoners send in
thet own letters, testi-
monies, and photogaphs.
One Louisiana prisoner told
the Gaineses they were his
best friends. "No people in
my life have been so specia.l
to my heart," he wrote.
"And the silver lining in this
dark cloud is getting closer to
our dear Lord, which makes
all this worth it. ' '
Ann and George have
a.lways helped the less for-
hrnate. As an evangelist in the
Nazarene Church, George,
a.lways with Ann's help,
assisted in building an
orphanage and a home for
displaced women, and min-
istered to Naly servicemen
during World War II. He then
traveled for Youth for Christ
for 22 years until ill health
forced him into a less active
career in radio evangelism.
George says, "I've
never had so much fun. It's
hard work, but rewarding.
I'm disabled, but with
God's help, we send out more
than 8,000 pieces of mail a
year. When I'm reading a
letter from a man condemned
to die, it helps me forget my
pain. I may not feel so good,
but I always feel good
about what I'm doing.
I Anne Rood. Adapted by
permission fr om lubilee
$an. 1986). Copyright 1986
by Prison Fellowship.
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Missions
News
Haiti: Afterthe Revolu-
tion, Slow Hopeful
Change. "Every day is an
adventure featuring violence,
riots, mob action, crime,
uffest, and endless discus-
sion." Missionary Wallace
Turnbull continues tlis
summation of everyday life in
Haiti by saying, "Since the
Duvalier dictator farnily was
ousted in February, the potti-
cal picture has become more
unclear and complicated.
The Army, which is the pro-
visional government, is
divided. Communist leaders
are active. More than
200 candidates await the
election to be held in
November 1987."
The political and economic
dilemma in Haiti has become
a matter of concern for
both the people of Haiti and
missionaries erving there.
Neither the interim govern-
ment or Haitians in genera.l
are antagonistic toward mis-
sionaries and other
Americans. However, Charles
Nichols, the Field Adminis-
trator for Baptist Mid-
Missions, stated that mis-
sionaries do need to ex-
ercise caution, as frequent
roadblocks, strikes, and
demonstrations disrupt daily
routines, restricting free
access to do work effectively.
As a result of extensive
looting during and after the
February revolution, and
regular protest demonstra-
tions, the Haitian economy
is suffering. Hunger threatens
remote villages, where floods
have washed out roads, as
well as the capital of Port-au-
Prince, as roadblocks have
slowed delivery of food from
the countryside. Erich
Bridges, reporting for the
Foreign Mission Boad of the
Southern Baptist Convention
states, "Hunger is nothing
new in Haiti, the poorest
nation in the Western
Hemisphere. But it could be-
come much worse if normal
cornmerce doesn't resume
soon. " The United Nations
Disaster Relief Organization
has declared that Haiti is in a
"state of extreme need. "
While the turmoil has
caused fficulties for mis-
sionaries, Turnbull said, "ln
spite of anarchy in the
country. . . we contnue to
work unhampered. " The
situation has even benefited
some missions outreach,
according to Ron Frey with
Missionary Aviation Fellow-
ship. He states tlat MAF now
has the opportunity to open
old air strips closed for
political reasons. Many of
these strips are located where
there are no roads, thus
enabling access for missions
relief and gospel outreaches.
There are positive and
negative factors ahead for
Haiti. Many middle-class pro-
fessionals who fled during
Duvalier's reign are beginning
to retum. The announcement
of coming elections apparently
foresta.lled a rumored
attempt to search out and kill
remaining members of the
Tonton Macoutes, Duvalier's
corrupt secret police. While
the coming elections seem
to promise hope, having over
200 presidential candidates
will cause iitense confrsion
in a country more than 85
percent illiterate. Past
elections are no guide, as
there has been only one legal
political party, and one can-
didate per offlce.
Change will come, but
positive, lasting change will
come only as the people of
Haiti change. As Turnbull
stated, "Change must
come, however, we know
that it must come from within
as 'old things pass away and
all things become new. " '
I Howard Erickson
The Christian En-
dowment Fund, founded
in 1980, sends Bibles and
Christian literature-free of
charge-throughout the
world to anyone who re-
quests the material.
The foundation operates
through donations of time,
money, and Bibles-new or
used. According to Presi-
dent F. Ray Dorman, CEF
has placed 397,362 Bibles
in the hands of people in
13 African Nations. To help in
this ongoing effort, contact
the Christian Endowment
Fund, P.O. Box 7111A,
Orlando, Florida 32854-0111
or (305) 843-9673.
Joni Eareckson Tada,
President ofJoni and Friends,
a Christian ministry to
Joni Eareckson Tada heads a
growing Christ ian rninistry to
disabled people.
disabled people, has an-
nounced the formation of
Operation Sound, a
ministry outreach specifically
geared to the unique needs
of the deaf.
The new ministry, based
at the Joni and Friends head-
quarters in the Los Angeles
area, is headed by Sue
Thomas, herself profoundly
deal since infancy. "My
burden is for those 250 million
people who will never hear
[the gospel] unless someone
stands before them with the
Good News, " says Thomas.
"We are out to break the
sound barrier that has kept
the deaf in such total isola-
tion from the Word of God. "
Tada points out that
"Sound" is an acronym for
"Strategic Operations for
Unreached Needs of the
ueal. rne goal oI uperauon
Sound is to provide motivation
and materials to churches
in this country and to mission
groups worldwide.
Church
Billy Vick Bartlett accepts a
new ca ,
Billy Vick Bartlett
has resigned as chairman of
the Department of History
at Bapfist Bible College in
Springfeld, Missouri, to
accept the pastorate of
Toledo Baptist Temple in
Toledo, Ohio. He began his
new position July 27, suc-
ceeding Ed Holland, who
moved to Pompano Beach,
Florida, to minister at
Pompano Baptist Temple.
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by Angela Eluell Hunt
I remember the night well-March 17,
I 1978. \4b, the Liberty Baptist Col-
I lege Chorale, were singingat a churrh
in Michigan. Dr. Falwell flew in from
Lynchburg and brought us the shocking
news. Four Liberty students had been
traveling on an icy interstate in Penn-
sylvania. Their van had gone out of con-
trol, and a tractor-trailer truck had
collided broadside into their rehicle. The
ran had crumpled like a tin can. All four
students rvere in the hospital. One,
Charles Hughes, uas at the point
of death.
In the next few weeks Dave Mussel-
man, Mark lowry, and tlreir driver were
released from the hospital, but Charles
remained in a coma, When we were away
from school singing in ra.llies, Dr. Falwell
often met with us before the evening ser-
vice to pray with us and give us a report
on Charles. "The doctors keep asking
his parents and his wife for his organs,"
Dr. Falwell told us. "Charles is a breath
away from death, but his family refuses
to give up."
Everyone continued to pray for
Charles. The student body prayed, the
television audience of the "OldTime
Gospel Hour" prayed, the members of
Thomas Road Baptist Church prayed.
Finally, l0 weeks after the accident,
Charles Hughes woke up and began to
live again.
Charles had a second chance at life.
His first chance came when he was eight
years old and living in an orphanage. 'A
lvonderful Baptist preacher came to the
orphanage one day and took me home for
Christmas dinner. He explained that God
loved me-and I didn't know that anyone
loved me. He said I could accept Him as
rny Saviour. I:ter that Baptist preacher
asked me if I rmnted to become his son."
Charles was gratefi:l for his new
Christian home. He rras thrilled when his
frther went into firll-time ev-angelism and
later to tJrc mission field. He spent two
of his teenage years on the mission field
in South Africa. He retumed to the
Charles Hughes
Spared for a Purpose
United States at age 17 to enroll in Lynch-
burg Christian Academy.
During his senior year in high school
Charles rea.lized that God wanted him to
preach. He had always been interested
in speechmaking, and he won tlre
Southern Baptist Convention Youth
Speaker's Tournament with a speech
tifled 'A Man for Others."
"God used my own speech to call me
to preach," recalls Charles. "I sur-
rendered to preach, and in my fnt
meeting in Marion, Wginia, over 100
people were saved."
While in college and for three of the
years he attended seminary, Charles
Hughes preached every Sunday. He
traveled with Dr. Falwell in the 1976 "I
lnve America" rallies and spoke in civic
centea in over 300 cities. After the
bicentennial emphasis Charles Hughesjoined with pianist Dave Musselman and
singer Mark lrwry to form the ' Jerry
Falwell Evangelistic Association." The
three ministered across the countrv
while finishing seminary.
' 'H, 
was as close
to dying as any nan
They were on their way to a Word of
Life basketball marathon when tley were
nearly killed on the icy roads of Pennsyl-
lania. For Charles Hughes, life changed
overnight. He had gone to sleep in the
lan with every prospect of strength and
health. He awoke 10 weeks later with
only a meager chance for survilal.
Charles remained in the hospital for
months. The enthusiastic speech major
found that he had to learn how to talk
again. "l'm still not what I used to be,"
he admits. He was plagued by a short-
term memory, but doctors were amazed
that the young man had survived at all.
One of his doctors said, "Charles
Hughes was as close to dying as any man
can be and yet survive, His recovery was
nothing short of miraculous."
After his recovery Charles and his
wife, Kathy, moved to Florida, where
they started two churches. Charles then
accepted a position as director of the Jolly
Sixties, and visitation pastor at Temple
Baptist Church in Titusville, Florida. He
now feels God calling him into fiLll{ime
elangetism.
God had planned special blessings in
Florida for the Hughes family. Charles
and Katlry were thrilled to adopt two
daughters, now 6 and 4, and last June
Kathy gave birth to Rebecca.
What is his greatest challenge? "It
has been seven years since the wreck,
but people still question my health. I sup-
pose they can't understand how a fellow
who was almost dead can now be
preaching. The greatest cha.llenge is get-
ting people to believe that I am here,
ready and willing to preach."
"The greatest sermon I have ever
heard," says Charles, "is one by my
father titled'No Broken Bones.' It is
about the message of the Cross, and the
lost world needs to hear it." Charles
Hughes is arxious to carry that message
to the world, and the message of the
crucified life to Christians.
I Charles Hughes can be reached at
3255 Kilbee Street. Mims. Florida
32754, or ca.ll (305) 267-518.
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can be and yet suruive."
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to
' Ftrndamentalist Journal
i and receive this tape
of holidav favorites FREE.
To assure delivery of your gift cards ard bonus tapes by Christmas, we must receive your order by December 1, 1986.
Please use the postage'paid card attached with this ad, or write Fundamentalist Jovrr.al, 222A Langhome Road,
LyrchburS, Viginia 2451a. Tapes will be sent upon receipt ol payment.
Fundam€ntalist Journal provides
heartwarming gospel messages and en-
couragement for today's family. It's
the perfect gift for a friend or for
your family. A personalized card will
announce your gift subscription.
PLUS-for each paid subscription
you'll receive the "Christmas at tle
Norman House" tape FREE, as our
special gift to you. As soloist for the
Old-Time Gospel Hour, Don Norman
is known around the world for his
musical inspiration. His family is equally
talented. Their musical involvement
includes the Sounds of Liberty, the
LIGHT singers, the Branches, and
other areas of ministry. "Christmas at
the Norman House" is a collage of
their musical talent. It features "Silent
Night" by Don and Vanessa Norman;
"O Holy Night" by Don; and other
Christmas favorites sung by the
Norman family. This tape is only
available tlrough this offer.
' . i r l t l
Why Some
Women Are
So Unhappy
in Marriage
by Tin and Bew g l-aHaye
A recent national survey
indicated that "50 percent
of America's married
women wou.ld not marry
their husbands if they had
the chance to do it over
again." That is a frightening
statistic! Padicularly when
compared to the results of
a similar survey among
married men. Surprisingly,
"72 percenl of the married
men surveyed indicated
they would marry the same
woman all over again if they
had the chance."
One thing to be learned
from these two surveys is
that men are obviously hap-
pier with their wives than
women are with their
husbands. Cor:ld that be a
product of our times?
Before you jump to the
conclusion that this is all a
result of the women's
movement or "feminism,"
we should compare these
two surveys with still
another. In the third survey,
women were polled who
claim that their husbands
regularly help them around
the house. A startting
"82 percent indicated they
would marry thei same
lartw il g1ven the oppor-
tunity to choose again."
That confrms a Browing
conviction we have had for a
long time, that one of the
greatest sources of irritation
among wives today, par-
ticularly those who work
outside the home, is that
they get too little help
around the house.
Husband: let that be a
lesson to you. If you really
love her "as Christ loved
tle church," prove it! Help
her where it means the
most.
In all the years that we
have been counseling
troubled marriages we have
never had a case where tle
wife left a husband that was
good to her and sensitive to
her needs. True love is not
oassive-it is active. I
do more than re-
for their cup will tude for good received.
run over with good.
New lessed are those who
are clean and bright,
for they shall be especially
huggable and kissable.
lessed are those who
eat gracefully, for they
have fun and friends at
parues.
lessed are those who
care for their posses-
for they show gati-
lessed are those who
do their homework
and thorougtrly, for
they shall have wisdom for
the future.
lessed are they who
go to bed cheerfully,
for they rest sweetly in
God's loving care.
Beatitudes
for Children
lessed are the peace-
makers, for they shall
joyfnlly all day long.
lessed are they who
lessed are those who
19,/ plary saiely and come
home promptly, for they are
botl creative and responsible.
lessed are they who
tell the truth "no
matter what," for they are
honest and forgiven.
t-
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A good afrnnksglwrg
Sat o(l gmdmon Ery ffi o'thnnfisgiving Day:
" lJ you want a good tme, thm g*e somalnng away."
So hz smt n fat an6.ry u shnernnfur f*2,
Anl dw sftoentnAsr sard: '''Nhat a 614 fud! J{ow nkz!
Y)ith such t good tttunr \eJore mo J ought
'Io qru Wdow Let thz $nott cftnfr,m I 6ougft"
"'Ifiis Jinz chifin, oh, sed" sudtfu s*z*'Vl)rdow Lez,
" Ani dv Lindrcss dwt scnt it-hnw preci.ous tn nvl
J'ff glve wasftwomon Eddy my 6ig pump6in pie."
'' 
*rtr , oft, surq'' Eidly sail., "tis thz ryuL o' all plts!
lust u boL a.t rts yeIInw farc g(nl ns my qnst
lsw it's my aLrn, 1 dinl, ard, a wut gingu uAe
To dv modvrttss fnrigan chrlfum |'ff 6ofu."
Crvd tfu Tintugon chi[drm, fux, Dmny and ?fugfu
"Jt findk sweLt of spnr.) and we'[I anry a stie
To 6tlz tamz \afa., whn has rctAfng dint' s d&.ir
"Oft, J thmhyt. mt thmtyou!" nit ftntz (arc \afu;
"nlhat a \ooafuI, \oonfuI, \ootifuI u*lt
tud oft, nrft a 69 stan !'[I saw all tfu mtmhg
And give tlurn u ettft [ttdz spanow dwt @nu."
tutltfu spanows, thgt twittnen, u if dwy wall say,
Lifre ottr- gmtlm,an qryt "h a'thnnAsying Day,
lf you want a goo{ tmt, thm gtre somaling away."
-SekLtrd
the other has a friend over to
visit. Suddenly the brother or
sister does not ''measure up.''
Peter had that problem in
Galatians 2. He was enjoying
the company of the Gentiles of
Antioch until the Jews of
Jerusalem showed up. Peter
immediately separated himself
from the Gentiles. Paul
scolded Peter, calling his
actions " irypocrisy."
Although the Bible tells
us of brothers' feuds, it also
describes many cases of
true brotherly love, James and
John walked together as Jesus'
disciples. Mary, Martha, and
l:zarus certainly loved one
another At the supper in
Bethany 0ohn 12), Mary
watched Jesus and liz€rus eat
together, She was so over-
whelrned with gratitude at
Jesus' bringing lazarus back
to life that she anointed Jesus'
feet with expensive oils and
wiped them clry with her hair.
There are many ways we
can remind ourselves to main-
tain the bond of brotlerly lole.
. We can live the Golden
Rule, treating tlem as we
want to be treated. . We can
be sensitive to their needs and
attempt to help them as
they grow through stages that
we may have already accomp-
lished. o We can encourage
them to be the most that they
can be. o We can speak well
of them to others, for-
getting to tell their far:lts.
o We can remember not to
take them for granted. \r/e will
not alwa,'s have them to lean
on and to love us. r We can
give them a hug or call tiem
long distance to let them know
we remember tlrcm and love
them. o \4b can pray for them.
Proverbs 17:17 says, 'A
friend loveth at all times, and a
brother is born for adversity,' '
meaning, "What are brothers
forif not to share trouble? " And
Hebrews l3:1 reminds us to
"let brotherly love continue."
I Martha J. Beckman
lessed are they who
pursue the truth, for
is tlte kingdom of
heaven right now.
I Tirken from Six Weehs tn
Better Parenting by Caryl
Waller Krueger. Copyright
1980 by the author. Used
by permission of Pelican
Publishing Company.
Brotherly
God is honest. He had
His Scripture writers tell of
the fumily problems the old
heroes had. He records in
detail the animosities between
Cain and Abel, Esau and
Jacob, Joseph and his 11
brothers, Absalomand Amnon.
Our siblings are our closest
relatives physically; we have
the same genes given us by
our parents. A brother, the
Bible sa)6, "is born for ad-
versity." This does not
mean that we are to fight with
each other. It means we are to
stald beside each other in de-
fense against each other's
problems. Others may aban-
don us when they discorrer our
faults. A sibling knows our
faults and stands beside us
anyrvay.
The Bible does not con-
done arguing, fighting among
siblings. Some brothers ald
sisters may fve together in
amicable fashion until one or
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port a hearty, robust prayer
life at first. Your capacity
for the Word may have
shrunk temporarily. You
may be wlnerable to some
temptation that will continue
to plague you for a while.
Don't be discouraged. Noth-
ing of worth comes easy.
Set your jaw and pledge,
"By the grace of God I will
come back!"
6. Remember that
you are a child of God
and victory is rightfirlly
yours. Tfust God to give it
to you. Claim 1 Corinthians
15:57, "But thanks be to
God, which giveth us the
victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ.' '
Yes, you may stumble
and fall again. But don't just
lie there! hul spoke of
being "cast dorvn, but not
destroyed" (2 Cor. 4:9).
J.B. Phillips puts it, "We
may be knocked down but
we are never knocked out!"
That, thank the Lord, is the
heritage of every child of
God.
I Adapted from Keeling
Off the Casualtl List by
l,eroy Eims. Coplright 1986
by S.P. Publications. Used
by permission.
Family
Bookshelf
The House on the
Rock by Nick Butterworth
and Mick Inkpen. Nick
Butterworth and Mick
Inkpen (that can't be their
real names) teamed up for
an entertaining series of
cbildren's books. Imported
by Multnomah from England,
The House on the Rock
and other parable-based
Bible stories imaginatively
and simply communicate to
preschoolers. (Multnomah
Press, 1986, 25 pp., $3.9S)
Deborah Huff
Reenlisting in
the Spiritual
Battlefield
I hope that you are not
among the spiritually dis-
abled. But what if you are?
What can a person do if he
has left the battlefield and
is now languishing by the
wayside?
There is hope. If you're
on the casualty list and
want to be "reactivated," I
would suggest the following
srcps,
1. Go to someone
who is "pressing on"
and ask for help. Possibly
that person would meet
with you from time to time
to encourage you, help you
back on to your feet, and
get you pointed in the right
direction again.
2. Ask that person to
pray for you. Remember,
"The effectual fervent
prayer of a righteous man
ar,"aileth much" 0ames 5:16).
3. Ask the Lord for
strength and courage to
begin again. Remember,
it's always too soon to
quit-and it's never too late
to begin again. God is far
more interested in your get-
ting back on track tian you
are; He will be right there
to help. He is waiting for
you to reach out, and His
strong arm is ready to take
hold and strengthen 1ou.
4, Get into the Word.
Remember the prayer of
Jesus: "Sanctify them
through thy truth: tlry word
is truth" 0ohn 17:17). The
Spirit of God can use the
Bible to encourage, guide,
strengtlen, and motilate
you to get out of the ditch,
dust yourself off, and get
back into the batfle.
5. Don't expect to be
able to do too much too
soon. Your weakened
"prayer legs" will not sup-
Christian Home
Videos. The choices in
videotape programming for
home use have been steadily
and rapidly a(panding. Until
recently Christian use of
video technology has been
mosfly limited to inspira-
tional and motivational tapes
on a variety of topics re-
lating to the Christiar life.
However, the selection of
Christian programming has
broadened as more and more
Christian homes acquire VCRs.
Several different Chris-
tian filmmakers now
produce or have alailable a
variety of videos. Gospel
Films has an attractive set
of individua.l inspirational
tapes, documentary series,
and Christian dramatics. Tifles
nclude Pilgrims Pmgress(animated); Josh McDowell's
The Serual Puzzle; Iesus of
Namrdh ; Francis Schaeffer's
seies, Hou Shouful {e Then
Lhte? and Whatercr Happened
tn thz Human Ran?; and Talk-
ing to God, ufilizilg p11pps15
for cbildren.
WORD videos includes
tapes by Chuck Swindoll,
James Dobson, and others,
along with a variety of topics
of Cbristian interest including
a series visiting the Holy
Land, music videos by popu.lar
Christian artists, and pro-
grams for children and teens.
Family Films Concordia
has topics for the family
ald youth including true
stories, Christmas specials,
and The New Medin Bible,a
video presentation of portions
of the New fbstament filmed
on location in the Holy bnd.
Vanguard Video provides
biblical dramas; a series trac-
ing the early church; The Life
of Chist; Christmas and
Easter specials; stories about
Jacob, Joseph, Gideon,
Samson, Saul, and David;
animated features for children
including lie Story of lesus
and Moses and Daaid; along
with a selection of topics.
The Moody Institute of
Science has a set of tapes
demonstrating God's hand in
creation, nature, and science.
Billy Graham's World Wide
Publications has a selection of
true stories, dramas, and bib-
lical topics forthe wholefrmtry.
Special use of video capabil-
ities is being utilized h such
wals as Liberty University's
School of Lifelnng l,earning,
providing opportunities for ad-
vanced education in the con-
venience of one's own home.
This widening selection
of Christian videotapes is
available for purchase or
rent. Most tapes are priced
from $29.95 to $49.95 with
special sets going as high as
$,175.00. Christian Central
Purchasing, P.O. Box 565,
St. Charles, Illinois 60174,
markets tapes for several
producers and provides a
rental service on all tapes in
stock. Stay tuned as Chris-
tian programming continues
to expand and to provide
many hours of inspiration
and viewing enjoyment.
I Howard Erickson
An excerpt from
The House
on the Rock
b Nieh Butterworth
and Mick Inkfuen
The rain pours down.
The lightning flashes.
The thunder booms.
The water rushes
through the house
and splashes at his knees.
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Amenica's Addiction to
The Drugging of Moralrty
fu Ann Wharton
hich came frst, the chick-
en or t}e egg? Which
came 6rst, the tidal wave
of pornography or the
breakdown of America's moral fiber?
No one has the answer to either rid-
dle. The answers are not important, but
the insidious growth of the porn industry
and its devastating efrect on this coun-
try are iinportant.
A look at a few facts and figures in-
dicates the widespread flow of por-
nography in the eighties. Four hundred
skin or porn magazine s kom Playboy ui
Penthouse to ones featuring bestiality,
bondage, and other perversions are
marketed in 15,000 to 20,000 adult
bookstores across America. Mail-order
houses fll thousands of orders for sexual
paraphernalia. The Adult Filrn Associa-
tion of America is affiliated with 750
pornographic movie tieaters, not :-
cluding strictly homosexual movie
outlets. Pomographic videocassettes,
which number 3,500 or 14 percent of tle
videocassette market, are available in
legitimate electronics stores. Porn rock
has recently come under scrutiny and
now must be rated.
Cable porn, including the Playboy
Charnel, is shown on 399 cable systems
to 650,000 subscribers. These are also
available in many hotels, along with HBO
and its frequent soft pom offerings.
Cable porn and videocassettes are
crucial targets in the battle against por-
nography, according to William Kelly, re-
tired special agent for the FBI. Because
both are completely unregulated,
arything goes and there's no way to stop
them. Even when the laws do apply,
Kelly says little is being done. "There
are 94 U.S. attorneys. Maybe 10 are
prosecuting as they should, mosdy kid-
die porn, " he stated.
Because of the strong legislation on
the books, prosecutions have resulted
in the area of kiddie porn. Any commer-
cial kiddie porn in this country is
imported from Denmark or the Nether-
lands, Kelly said. American-based child
pomography is no longer commercial,
although it is promoted though cottage
industry here. Today kiddie porn ac-
counts for less than 1 percent of the pom
traffic in tiis country, he added.
llnerin's obsession
with sexuality and
sexual satisfaction
undouhtedly fed
The fifties and sixties were tlre tod-
dler stage of U.S. pornography. And
those decades were tame when con-
trasted to 
'the porn development of the
seventies. Early obscenity battles were
fought over "dirty" words in paperback
books such as Lady Chatler$'s Laoer,
The Trofu of Cancer, nd From Here to
Etemig.
The marketing and disb:bution of the
soft-core pom of the day was small
potatoes compared with today's porn
market. The basic outlet was the
"adr:lt" bookstore, with its peep shows,
black-and-white 8mm films, books, and
magazines. According to Kelly the early
peep shows focused on a single girl,
more striptease in nature and witl no
physical contact. However, he also
stated that there might have been
episodes with two girls kissing. There
were no explicit pictures.
Hugh Heftter with Playbol and Bob
Guccione with Perthause got thek feet
in tlrc door in the eady years. Books and
magazines began ito use words and
photos devoted in whole or part to sex
and nudity. Homosexual and nudist
magazines appeared.
In 1968 the hottest hard-core porn
from Denmark was introduced into
this country. The Swedish fikln I Am
Curin*s (Yelkru) rnade its debut in 1969,
with a series of explicit sex and
nude scenes. U.S. filmmakers soon
followed suit.
the porn industry
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The real revolution began in the
seventies. The pomexplosion was fed, at
least indirectly, by America's obsession
with se"xuality and sdriual satishction.
"Everyone" wanted to be "ffilled. "
But the release of Dufi Throat m
1972 caused the dam to burst. The re-
lease of that film coincided closely with
the death of FBI head J. Edgar Hoover,
who was a strong adversary of pornog-
raphy. The correlation between the two,
according to Kelly, was no accident.
The 1970 Presidential Commission
on Obscenity and Pornography did not
help matters when it concluded that por-
nography was not harrnfirl to an in-
dividual, that it had "no effect" on
human behavior. In fact, it suggested
that pornographic material might have a
cathartic effect. It also called for existing
obscenity laws to be repealed.
The lax attitude of the day was
perpetuated by the''live-and-let-live"
philosophy of Secular Humanism.
The uncertain attitude of Congress
and the courts added to the problem.
Representative Lee H. Hamilton of
Indiana wrote in his June 29, 1977,
newsletter to his constituents: "Most
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Americans are outraged by por-
nography, but Congress and the courts
are just not sure what to do about
it . . . . The major problem continues to
be the difficulty of drafting legislation that
would control pornography without
violating First Amendment rights, as m-
terpreted by tle Supreme Court. '' That
definition is considered vague and am-
biguous at best.
The result of the attitudes and ac-
tions of the seventies was that "Every
major U.S. city has its Santa Monica
Boulevard...a garish, grubby, mile-
long gauntlet. " Thus repoded ?IME
magazine in its April 5, 1976, issue.
Since the early sixties the pom in-
dustry has swollen from several hundred
million dollars in an:ual business to an
estimated six to nine billion dollars an-
nually in the eighties.
Even ABC's "Entertainment
Tonight" legitirnized the porn move-
ment with a five-pad series, interview-
ing pom starc and showing clips from
their films. Mysteriously, only three
segments ran. The thrust of the
message was tlnt the audience was
changing. If at frst the message of por-
nography was for perverted men, and
tlen for men admiring the "macho"
image, the "ET" series was designed
to show how porn is now targeted to
women as well.
So the American public has run the
gamut from shock over the word, damn
used by Clark Gable m Gone With the
Winl to an anyllnng-goes mentality. It
has gone from tolerating soft-core porn
in adult bookstores, on distant streets in
a tiwdry part o{ town, to bringing video-
cassettes and cable porn of the rankest
nahre into tleir own homes. The bot-
tom line is that the American people
have moved from the Judeo-Christian
ethic to the philosophy of Secular
Humanism. The most bothersqme sin,
should tiey commit it, would be murder.
fue effods to curb the trend hopeless?
Is anyone trying to do an]'thing about it?
Severai groups and various individuals
are making a difference.
In July the Attorney General's Com-
mission on Pomography released a
repod tlnt included 70 recommenda-
tions and came after months of hearings
across the country and a year of the
11 commission members' lives. One
member was James Dobson of "Focus
on the Family, "
"What will happen will be up to t}e
American people," Dobson said on his
June 20 broadcast. "If we don't put
pressure on the attorney general, noth-
ing will happen. The report is merely
a tool for tle American people to use.
The Department of Justice doesn't in-
tend to use it," he asserted.
He suggests a deluge of letters and
calls to Attorney General Edmund
Meese (202-633-2001) and President
Ronald Reagan (202456-1414) , demand-
ing that a strike force be established to
implement tlrc 70 recommendations of
tlp commission, and t}at the work of the
strikeforce be supervised byMeesehim-
seffrather than a subordirnte. Otherq'ise.
Dobson contended, notlring will be done.
Rfohard Emico, founderand executive
directorof Citizens AgainstPornography,
says, "The problem is in the body of
Christ. None of it would exist if the body
of Chdst would respond. " In most of his
meetings he finds a lack of separation
among Christians. For example, he said,
"Christians are going to movies, and not
G-rated ones. They don't hate evil. "
The solution? "They have to give up
their convenience for their conviction, "
he stated. And that applies to movies
and cable and stores that sell porn. "
Kelly is like-minded, although he had
strong feelings about what it takes in law
enforcement to get convictions against
pornographers. He said that citizens
need to see a dedicated, competent Fos-
ecuting attorney in each community,
who will go after pomography convic-
tions. One of the prosecutor's mam
needs is at least one competent vice cop.
Among them they will get the job done.
Kelly's biggest concems are the wild
growtl and marketing of X-rated video-
cassettes and tie development of cable
porn. "That is where we are in serious
trouble," he stated. "If we're going to
lose the battle, tlat's where we're
going to lose it."
Kelly also encourages constant pres-
sure on tln Federal Communications
Comrnission and its chairman. Marsh
Fowler, as well as on the chairman ofthe
Commerce, Scbnce, and Transportation
Comrnittee, Senator John C. Danforth.
Fowler, Kelly stated, is not in fivorof
controlfor either cable orvideocassettes.
''They can say anything and do anything
ifno controls are exeded, " Kelly said.
Groups that constantly pressure for
control of the pornography industry,
along with Enrico and his Citizens
Against Pornography, include the Na-
tional Federation for Decency, headed
by Donald Wfldmon in Tupelo, Mssissip
pi; Morality in Media, the oldest antipor-
nography group, led by Brad Curl in
New York; and Citizens for Decency
Tbrough Law, led by Charles H.
Keating, Jr., in Phoenix, fuizona.
Liberty Federation, Concerned
Women for America, Eagle Forum,
Focus on tlre Family, and other groups
are also devoted to fighting pornography
as part of their overall programs.
There are plenty of opporhmities for
citizens who want to become involved.
But the "wanting to" is the important
thing. The willingness to give up "con-
venience for conviction" is essential.
I Ann Wharton is assistant professor
of joumalism at Liberty University,
Lynchburg, Virginia. She is author of
Riing Thunder, due for release this
month by Zondervan. She holds an M.S.
in journalism from Ohio University,
Athens.
Liberty Home Bible Institute
Dept. 1065 Lynchburg, VA 24514
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PC}ffiNffiffiffiAPI{Y
A Savage Threat to Families
by Angela Elwell Hunt
Stawneyer n Clear and Present Danger
"Many think that mere nudity, which
seems relatively irmocuous, typifies por-
nogra.plry today. Christians whodo notex-
pose themselves to pomograplry do not
know how sarage and degrading it is."
Christians do not have to expose
tlemselves to pornography today to
knorr hon' savage it is-the U.S. Attorney
General's Commission on Pornogra.phy
has done it for us. The ll-member panel
consisted of men and women named bY
Ed Meese at President Reagan's re-
quest. Among those serving on the panel
for 14 months were Bruce Ritter, a
Catholic priest who operates homes for
abused and homeless children; James
Dobson, head of Focus on the Family;
Deanne Tirlton-Durfee, director of tlrc
Los Angeles Corm$ Inter-Agency Coun-
cil on Child Abuse and neglect; Henry
Hudson, a federal prosecutor in Vrginia;
and Ellen Levine, editnr of.Wunan's Da!
magazine.
The commissionen were enposed to
depictions of violent homossrual and
lesbian activity, excrement, mutilation,
sadomasochism, urination, defecation,
cutting of the genitals, enemas, oral and
anal sex, instrumentation for tlle toiture
of women, and depictions of sen between
humans and animals.
James Dobson told an interviewer, "I
have a very steady personality, but at
times during tlis asstnment I hung on to
my emotions pretty tightly. Having been
a hculty member at a large medical
school and serving on the attending staff
at a major childrenls hospital for 17 pan,
I thought I had seen and head just about
everything, Like ot}er professionals, I
leamed to control my emotions and con-
tinued to function. Nevertheless, notling
in ny training or orperience fr:lly pre-
pared me for tle conftontation with por-
nogra.ply that was to come, I learned that
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purchasers ofthis material, ike vultures,
prefer their meat rancid and raw.
"I will never forget a particular set
of photognphs ho*n to us at our first
hearing in Washington. These pictures
were of a cute, 9-year old boy who had
Jlo 
rn, firct photo,
the lad was fully
clothed and smiling.
ln the second, he
wa9 nude, dead, and
had a butcher knife
fillen into the hands of a molester. In the
frst photq the blond lad was firlly clotied
and smiling at the camera. But in the
second, he uas nude, dead, and had a
butcher knife protruding from his chest.
My knees bucHed ald tears came to my
eyes as hundreds of other photographs
of children were presented."
But does such violent pornognphy
touch or influence the arerage Christian
hmily? Liltimately, it does.
Jerry Kirk is president ol t}re National
Coalition Against Pomography and co-
pastor of the College Hill Presblterian
Church in Cincirnati, .Ohio. He was
recently elected chairnian of the Re-
ligious Alliance fuainst Pomognphy, a
gatlrcring of Protestant, Catholic, Jewish,
and Mormon leaders who are committed
to focus on child and hard-core pornog-
raphy, and to "deal them a death-blow."
Kirk believes that pornography
"undermines family life by promoting
in his chest,tt
promiscuity and promoting the assump-
tion within the minds of husbands of in-
appropriate behavior and a caricature of
what their wives ought to be and do. I
believe pornograplry undermines true
intimacy because it promotes exual rela-
tionships apart frorn tle total context of
loving and caring and sensitive and com-
mitted relationships.
"I believe pornograplry leads to frn-
tasizing," continued Kirk. "That is not
"The river of obscenity hat floods our homos
has reached the gy€s and €ars ol children."
-Jam€s Dobson
only inappropriate, but a caricature of
what is really possible. It also produces
a view of physical beauty that is always
between the ages of 18 and 25 andusually
shows the form of a woman's body tlnt
has not produced children as the ideal.
It produces frlse erpectations of plrysical
beauty in the man's mind and produces
an irnpossible standard for the woman.
Pomography, therefore, leads to self-
doubt and to women having a lower view
of themselves than they ought to have.''
Even though Southland Corporation(which runs 4,500 7-Eleven stores) and
many others have announced that tley
will no longer sell Play6oy, Penthouse, or
Forurz rnagazines, pornogra.plry is fuely
available in newsstands. video stores. and
via telephone. There are more stores
selling pornographic videos than there
are McDonald's restaurants. Children
who fill their empry hours at home while
their parents work can find cable televi-
sion programs that tlrust graphic sex
into the living room. Any child who can
rlial a telephone can call a service that
describes explicit sexual behaviors. For
25 cents a child can place.a coin into a
vending machine and pull out a por-
nographic newspaper.
What is the impact of pornography on
children? Dobson believes, "Raising
healthy children is the primary occupa-
tion of families, and anything that inndes
the childhood and twists the minds of
boys and girls must be seen as abhor-
rent to the modrers and fithers who gne
them birth. Furthermore, what is at
stake here is the future of the hmily
itself. We are sexual creatures, and tlte
physical attraction betreen males and
females provides the basis for every
dimension of marriage and parenthood.
Thus, anything that interjects itsell into
that relationship must be embraced with
great caution. Until e hor, that por-
nography is not addictive and progres-
sive, wrtl we are ceftain tlat the passion
of hntasy does not destroy the passion
of reality, until we are szze that obsessive
use of obscene materials will not lead to
perversions and conflict between
husbands and wives-then we dare not
adorn tlem with the crown of respect-
ability. Society has an absolute obligation
to protect itself from material tlnt
cmsses the line established objectively
by its legislators and court Estem. That
is not sexual repression. That is self-
presenation."
In a letter to his supporters, Dobson
added, "The river of obscenity that
floods our homes has reached t}e eyes
and ears of children. Bols and girls are
finding and viewig their parents' X-rated
videos and magazines. They are also
being bombarded by vile lyrics in rock
music on radio. television. and videos,
Their morals are being comrpted by
R-rated movies tlnt dangerously link sen
and violence. As a direct consequence,
psychotherapists are seeing increasing
numbers of disturbed young patients who
may never enjoy healthy attitudes
about sex."
Leigh Arn Metzger works with the
Pornogra.plry Commission Repod Project
in Washington. She belieles pornograptry
fiPo*ogopy i,
anthworran,
anti-chi14
anti-marFiege,
antifefnEnence,
anti+iviliatbn,
is dangerous to the family and to society
at large because porn desensitizes. "The
family has got to be arvare of this. Look
at television-it is much more orplicit
than it was five years ago. The viewers'
desires escalate. First the viewers want
to see a woman scantily clad, then nude.
Then tlrcy want o see her engage in sa<-
ual activity.
"Fornography creates a dependency
on porn for sexual arousal at all levels,"
"Pornography undsrmines true intimacy be-
causo it promotes oxual relationships apad
lrom the total context of loving and caring and
sensitiv€ and committed r€lationshlps,''
--James Kirk
explains Metzger. "Certainly tlte more
violent materials are more harmfi.rl
because they foster a mentalig that this
behador is actually OK. No one may
actually say it is OK to tie a woman up,
but if they see it in print they may con-
sider it fuirly normal and natual.
"Pornography isalso a threat to the
general public health. Forn fosters the
idea that sen does not need a loving com-
mitment, that it is free for all, entails no
responsibility, and serves no purpose but
pleasure. As a result we are seeing more
teenage pregnarcy, higher abortion
rates, and increases in venereal disease
and AIDS. Pornograplry also wales a nod
of approval to homosexual ctivity, whiclr
will further increase the risk of AIDS."
ln Clear anl Present Dangef Wllnrn
Stanmeler writes, "Though cmde, por-
nography isarphilosophical statement. It
says: there are no rules about ser; sen
is trivial; sex is for entertahment.
Though debased, pomograplry is a
theological statement. It says: tlere is
no God who says I should limit my lust,
or channel my passion, or give as well
as get. Pornograplry is anti-woman
and anti-child. It is anti-marriage and
eonlinued on page 57
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and anti-lih,"
Guarding against
TEMPTATIOIS
j=:a=rl.:5 :. L
bt Ranb C. Alcom
lil i 
" 
sor tinve is powerrul. Marry
I say it is just another urge, like
I hunger and thirst, and just
another biological fimction. But hul tells
the Corinthians sometiing different,
"Meats for the belly, and the belly for
meats: but God shall destroy both it .,nd
them. Now the body is not for fornica-
tion, but for the Inrd: and the Iard for
the body" 0 Cor. 6:1il).
hul insists that the analogy between
satisfying our hunger for food and indulg-
ing our sexual desires is invalid.
"Natural" does not always mean
''right.' ' While other urges orist for our
plrysical maintenance, sen does not. We
will die without food and rater. We will
not die without sor. Sen is never an
emergencf, immorality nwera necessity.
Sexual lust is condemned in the Old
Testament. The 10th commandment
prohibits the coveting of anotlrcr person's
marriage partner (Exod: 20:17). In vivid
detail Proverbs repeatedly rnams against
the lust towad Lnmorality, saying it is the
fool who gives in to lust and the wise who
resists it (Prov. 2:16 -]fJ; 5:l-23;6:23-29),
We can leam a great deal about lust
tlrough tlrc o<amples, primarily nega-
tive, of Samson and Delilah, David and
Bathsheba, and Hosea and Gomer. The
prophets' pictures of Iszel as God's un-
faithfitl wife also podrays the ugliness of
lust and immomlig 0er. 3, Ezek. 16).
But the key to the entire biblical
teaching on lust is found in Jesus' Ser-
mon on the Mount. "Ye have heard tiat
it *as said by them of old time, Thou
shalt not conunit adultery: But I say unto
ydu, That whosoever looketh on a
woman to lust after her hath committed
adultery with her already in his heart"
Matt.5:n-28).
Jesus begins by stating what ras
common knowledge to his hearers-the
Old Testament injunction to refrain from
adultery. However, he immediately
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N* all tust results
in physical adultery,
but all adultery
is the fruit of lust,
moves to tlle moral root of the command.
Sorual purity is much more than mere
abstinence from plrysical immorality. It is
an inner righteousness, a purity not
_ 
mdrely of the body but of the mind.
Jesus is not being unreasonable here.
He is not condemning us for temptations
that come our way independently of our
wills. He is simply saying there is no or-
cuse for mentally indulging in a fintasy
that if plrysically acted out would consti-
tute immonlity under Old Testament lav.
Often we az at fiult for allowing cer-
tain temptations to come our way in the
. 
frst place. By our carelessness we in-
vite opportunities to sin. If *e qrercised
wisdom and discretion we could avoid a
great deal of the temptation that comes
ouf way.
Sometimes, however, we really can't
a/oid serrual temptation. llb must realize
tlat Christ does not condemn either tJre
temptation or tlre initial prompting toward
sin, but the mental surrender to sin's
Eompting.Irst is not sometiing tlEtjust
happens. It is a choice, an act of tlre will
to mentally give in to sorual temptation.
Martin hther said it best, "You can't
keep the birds from f,ying over your
head, but you can keep tlem from mak-
ing a nest in your hair."
The Pharisees must have been ap-
palled at Jesus' broadening of the Old
Gstament command. While they prided
themselves on their outer righteousness,
Jesus attacked their inner mttenness. He
goes on to make his comments about lust
even more severe: 'And if thy right eye
offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from
thee: for it is pmfitable for thee tlmt one
of tlry members should perish, and not
that thy whole body should be cast into
hell" Matt. 5:29-30).
Through a bagic misinterpretation of
this and other passages, some sincere
Christians early in church history emas-
culated themselves in an attempt to con-
quer the sin of lust. Mutilating the body
is desecrzting God's temple; it is not the
answer to lust.
What was Jesus saying, then? He
refers to tlrc eye and hand in Matthew 5
for Specific reasons. The eye represents
tle gate through which mental input
is received and thoughts developed.
The hand speaks of the action or be-
havior taken in conjunction with the
thoughts of the mind" The right hand and
right eye are mentioned because, for
most people, tJrcse are the dominant and
most usefi;I. The point is, even our most
mlued bodily members, if they were tlre
cause of sin, owht to be eliminated (' crt
off and thown away," so to speak), The
mention of hell is a stern reminder tlnt
sin will be punished by a holy God. There
arc etemal implications to our present
thoughts and actions.
Jesus is saying that whatever the true
source of sin is, it must be severely dealt
with. But are the memberc of our body
the true source of our sin? The clear
answer of Scriphre is no. The eye and
the hand are only avenues or instruments
by which terpptation is encountered and
sin is committed. The true ene(ry is the
flesh, the sinful nature that propels us
toward rebellion against God (Rom.
7:4-25; 8:1-14; GaI. 5:13-26).
How many of us are like the
Pharisees, taking pride in our purity and
looking down our noses at the sexually
frllen when all the while our own minds
are sexual sewers tlrough which a
disease-ridden torrent of filth daily flows?
It is often not genuine righteousness that
keeps us from certain plrysical sins but
fear, shame, and lack of opportunity (any
and all of which we should be gra.tefr:l for).
Sexual sin always begins ia the mind,
though it does not always end there. Not
a.ll lust results in physical adultdry but
all adultery is the truit of lust. Jesus went
to great lengtis to teach the Pharisees
it is t}e inside of man, not the outside,
that constitutes his true state before fu(Matt. 15:1-20; 23:1-39).
Is Jesus saying there is no difference
betrreen adultery of the mind and the
ptrysical act of adultery? No. He is say-
ing that both are sins, both are se)ual
sins, and both are a form of adultery.
On the other hand, Jesus' point is
certainly not, "If 1ou sin in your mind
you may as well go ahead and do the
same sin with your body, because it
doesnit make any difference." Rather, he
is saying, "If you think 1ou're righteous
because you have abstained from a cer-
tain physical sin, you're absolutely
wrong. You're held accountable to God
for your mind as well as your body."
This is precisely the thought el-
pressed by the apostle John when he
said, "Whosoever hateth his brotler is a
murderer" (l John 3:15). He is not saying
there is no differdnce between hatred and
actual murder, but he is saying hatred is
unrighteousness-the very kind of un-
righteousness acted out when a murder
is committed.
One morning I spoke to a group of
Christians on a secular college campus.
My subject was "The Battle for Sercual
Purity." As I walked through the student
lounge, I could hardly believe the photo-
graphs and paintings that covered the
walls. Many nrcre not just suggestive but
blatandy lewd-pornogaplry disguised as
art. Knowing that many of the students
I would speak to spent time in that
lounge elery day, I decided to use it as
an illustration. As soon as I did, every
head in the room nodded in recognition.
The presence of those pictures
waged a continuous uar against their
minds. Some, I'm sure, were winning the
war. Others, no doubt, had lost it already.
I have before me a letter written by one
of those young people in response to my
presentation that dary: "Serual purity of
the mind is the hardest thing for me to
deal with. Being a Christian takes
tremendous self-control, doesn't it?"
Self-control is the neglected fruit of
the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23). We hear much
more about love, joy, and peace. But
we'll never e:<perience sexual purity
until we leam self-control, which is
alurdys a matter of the mind.
Ilst is the counterfeit of love. Satan
$ants nothing more than that we should
fuil to see the difference between the
two. At its root, lust is absolutely self-
ish; it uses another to grady itself. lorc,
on the contrary, always acts in the best
interest of the other person. "Irve can
aluzys uait to give-lust can never wait
bo get."
Sexual sin never comes out of the
blue. It is the predictable result of a long
natural process in which a mind suscep-
tible to sin is gnnted unguarded ex-
posure to immoral input.
Doug was a seminary student prepar-
ing for the ministy. One night he had an
argument with his wife. Upset, he left
home, drove to a nearby restauxant, and
tried to think things through over a cup
of coffee. Soon Doug was engrossed in
corwersation with a loung woman in the
next booth. A few hours later, he was in
bed with her.
Doug came to me ashamed and dis-
tressed. "How can I tell my wife? Will
she eler forgive me?" he asked. "It was
so sudden-there was no vrarning. WhV
did God let this happen?"
Mike is a successfirl executive,
church leader, and family man. One day
he met an attractive woman in an elew-
tor and thought she was flirting with him.
Before he lnew it, Mike asked her to
come into his of6ce and undress in front
of him. Fortunately she refused. But
Mike was shocked at what he had done(and might have done had she complied).
"What is happening to me?" he asked.
"How could I do sometJring like this?"
From appearances it seemed that
Doug and Mike fell into sexual sin sud-
denly, without warning. But that was not
the case.
Doug had worked nonstop to put him-
self thmugh seminary. He came to subtly
resent Joan, his wife, seeing her and tlrc
children as obstacles to his goal of gradu-
ating and entering the ministry. It had
A, n" F@t,lust
tify
contraPy, always ects
in the be* interests
is abnlutely selfishi
it uws anotherto ara
itself, Love, on tlie
been two years since he had spent any
meaningfr:l time alone with Joan or com-
municated on otlrer than a superficial
level. Their relationship $as stzle, but
both lacked the time or enerry to change
it. When Joan and the children were
visiting relafives, Doug took an evening
break from his theology paper to get
some foesh air. He ended up at an X-
rated movie. Afterwards, every time he
had sex witl Joan he pretended she was
a woman from the movie. He felt guilty,
yet it didn't appear to do any real harm.
What happened to Mike actuallybegan
years before he asked that girl to undress
in his office. He had a problem with lust.
Far wone, he failed to recognize or deal
with that problem. On his lunch hour
Mike often stopped by a convenience
store to buy a paper or pack of gum. In-
luiably he wandered to the magazine
rack and paged through Hustler or Pent-
Iloase. He never intended to (so he told
himsel0. But he always did.
The same mind that wanted to serve
Christ p€rmitted itself to indulge in lust-
ful hntasies. One day Mike's mind, pro-
grammed by the immoral images he had
fed it, prompted him to immoral action.
"Sow a thought, reap an action; sow
an action, reap a habit; sow a habit, reap
a character; sow a character, reap a
destiny."
\4b are whatwe think. Today'sthoughts
are tlrc sfuff of which tomorrow's charac-
ter is made. Temptation may come sud-
denly, but sin does not. Neither does
moral and spiritual fiber. It is the result
of a process-a process over which we
da have control. The best vay to guard
against omorrow's sexual temptations is
to cultivate a pure mind today, a mind sat-
urated not in the world's input but in
God's.
Our sexual morality is the sum of a
continuous series of choices, decisions,
and actions, including all those tLV indul-
gences and minuscule compromises.
Like a photographic plate accumulating
Iight to form an image, our mind is the
cumu.lative result of all we oipose it to-
whether godly or ungodly.
Male or female, young or old, Chris-
tian or non-Christian, all ofus fice a bat-
tle for sexual purity. The enemy is lust,
t]rc stakes are fuh, the reward is the
peace and pleasure of purity.
And the battle is in our minds.
I Mapted from the book Ch*tians in
the llahe of tfu Serual Revolution fu
Randy C. Alcom, 01985 by Randy C.
Alcom. Pubtshed by Multnomah Press,
Fordand, OR 9?266. Used fo permission.
of the other peroon,
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A Desire to Be hrt of the World Harvest
b1 Anfu Stiner
ine years ago Maurice Mosley
vas senior pastor of a thriving
chuch in northern Ohio. He
had begun the steadily growing ministry
with a handftl of people meeting in a
Grange Hall. They had worked together
and witnessed God's hand in adding
more than 2100 to the church in just a
few years. But Mosley's heart uas trou-
bled. He knew God was changing him,
channeling him into new avenues of
seruce.
"It all started when I began to pray
every morning over a 12-inch globe,'' he
says simply. "I became burdened for the
world as never before. I was intrigued
about what God was doing in distant
places. That dnre me to research, which
in turn dro'e me deeper into prayer. For
the first time in my fife my heart began
to ache with the realization that untold
millions were dying and headed for
eternity in hell. It was an unsettling, un-
comfortable time for me."
As Mosley "prayed around theworld"
he became increasingly concerned about
doing sometiing, though he did not lnow
what. ''In the most clear marmerpossible
I told the Iord I would be willing to go
anywhere and do anything for Him. My
wife shared that sense of commitment.
14b were willing to go as missionaries, to
launch out into a cross-culhrral ministry,
if that nas His desire. I pleaded with the
Inrd to give me a clear and certain vision
for future ministry."
God did give that vision, and as
Mosl€y states, "It vas unmistakable. He
burdened me with the task of bringing
national attention to the cause of world
missions, to challenge Christians rn
North America to the pressing need of
fulflling our Lord's Great Commission."
Mosley linew he had to begin traveling
the world, meeting missionaries, docu-
menting their stories. In the telling of
tlnse stories, others would be motivated.
When God planted the vision of this
ninistry in Maurice's heart, his son
Mady was graduating from Lfterty Uni-
versity. As a comrnunications major,
Marty had pined funraluable nperience
in video production, which nould prwe
significant in bringing the vision to frui-
tion. At Liberty Marty, too, had become
burdened for tbe vrorld, through the in-
fluence of the school's short-term mis-
sionary work. After ga.duation, Marty
returned to work with his dad.
The cturch in Ohio caught he vision.
They purchased television equipment,
developed contacts with missionaries,
and formed a prayer team. Witi some of
the men of the church, the Mosleys
began to travel erdensircly. Errcrywhere
they went, Maurice intervierryed mission-
aries on camera, capturing tle essence
of their ministry and burden. He en-
couraged them, helped analyze their
needs, and onmined ways to meet them,
Upon retuming to the United States,
Marty coordinated the production of a
Tne rariung
of the nissionary
movement ust bqin
with pestoE and
fbrary of missionary docurnentaries for
television, incorporating interviews and
in-the-field reports, A Christian broad-
casting network offered airtime for these
unique programs, and soon thousands of
concerned Christians $'ere viewing them
weekly. The project's name--l'Priority
One Intemational'l-reflects its ernphasis
on the centrality of the Great
Commission.
"As we turned the spotlight on world
missions," Mosley says, "others were
touched, They prayed, they wrote to the
missionaries, and they gave generously
to meet pressing needs." Since then
Priority One has gmwn, not merely as
a program or organization, but as a minis-
try of interest in what God is doing, and
a desire to be part of the world harvest.
Though still commissioned by the
church in Ohio, Priority One had devel-
oped into a unique missionary enter-
prise. Now based in Dallas, the min-
istry's principal endeavor is prime-time
television specials rather than a weekly
pmgram. The last special, "Mssionaries:
The Unsung Heroes," aired in over 200
cities.
Airtime for Priority One television
programs is paid for in adrrance by
mission-minded Christian businessmen.
This innovative feature enables Mosley
to assure viewers that their gifts will go
to the featured missionaries-not to pay
Maurico Modsy survoying starvation among lhe Turkana lribe in Africa.
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for the broadcasts. Says missionary Hal
brge, serving in El Sahador, "Priority
One has played a vital role in our min-
istry for six years. Through their efforts
many thousands of dollars have been
directed into such projects as our medi-
cal ministries, works in orphanages, and
in the construction of much-needed
church facilities."
Priority One's "missionary family,"
as Mosley calls it, now numbers more
than 45. They serve in a variety of cul-
tures and conditions, but each one is fi:l-
filling the Great Commission. Priority
One has raised prayer and fmancial sup-
port for all of them.
Well-known Indian pastor C.T.
Abraham has benefited from Priority
One's partnership in the gospel. Says
Abraham, ''I thank fu for raising up the
ministry of Priority One. They have done
so much to share in the work here in
Irdia, not just in a material wzy, but more
importantly in creating awareness that
has led to effectua.l prayer.' '
Priority One's ambitious goals include
producing at least one major nationwide
television special each year through the
end of this decade, with the goal of
generating $20 million to be channeled
directly into world missions.
Mosley expressed concern about tle
church's agenda for the next decade. "l
believe that many have misplaced prior-
ities." He notes a recent Gallup Poll of
Fundamentalist and Evangelical paston,
revea.ling that less than 10 percent could
point to an effective missions program in
their churches. Priority One is organizing
a team of specialists who will assist 100
congregations in sending 250 mission-
aries from their churches by 1993.
Priority One also has a video series
being utilized by over 900 churches and
Christian colleges.
Mosley cornrnents, ' 'The reviving of
the missionary movement must begin
with pastors and Christian leaden. We
must recognize, as J. Herbert Kane said,
that 'God is a missionary God. The Bible
is a missionary Book. The gospel is a nus-
sionary message. The church is a mis-
sionary institution. And when the church
ceases to be missionary-minded, it has
denied its faith and betrayed its trust."'
Priority One serves as a vita.l com-
munications linl in getting across the
message that world evargelization is. in-
deed, Priority One in God's plan.
I Andy Stimer is associate pastor of
Kansas City Baptist 'Ibmple, Kansas
Citv. Missouri.
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Pornography continued from page 51
antipermalence. Thus it is profoundly
anti-civiLization. Since civilization is so-
cial support to the dynamics of l.ife, por-
nography is anti-life."
Such considerations are subtle. Many
Christian parents will not feel that such
influences will affect them personally.
But what happens when pornography
directly enters a home? What should you
do if you find your child looking at por-
nogapiry? Galen Dolby, a youth guidance
director involved with Youth for Christ,
gives this advice: "Explain that it is
normal to have ser:ual desires. This dnve
is God-given and natural, but it needs to
be channeled in the right direction, so his
or her sex li{e in marriage car be more
meaning{ul and free from the emotional
and physical consequences that come
from misuse of sex. Thlk about
sublimation-alternative activities such
as exercise, social gatherings. crafts
projects, and a mlriad of other construc-
tive ways to divert sexual energy.
"Talk about pornography and its
effects. When discussing this, ta.lk about
the lz.lue of human beings-that people
are not objects, but individuals of worth
and dignity. Talk about how fu intended
sex to be something beautiful, not
something dirty. Those mental images
are hard to erase, and only lustful
tioughts are promoted when these
materials are in your teenager's hands"
(trom Parenh and Tbenagers) .
But whether pomography is found in-
side a home or not, it is freely available
on street corners, and this should con-
cern every Chrisuan. Pornography is a
carcer-a salzge threat to families. Just
ask anv of its victims.
I For a copy of the Attorney
Genera.l's Commission on
Pornography Report, send a
check for $35 to the
Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.
20402-9325. Ask for stock
-027-000-0u59-1.
An abidged report is
available for $10 from Focus on
the Family, Box 500, Arcadia,
California 91006.
mtssuon servrce* su
Rt. 4 Box 384 / Favetteville, AR 72701(501) 521-1758
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ministry attempts to utilize our Gifts of Helps in order to helpyour minisrry.
Our mission is to aid you in reaching the world with the saving message of
Jesus Chrtst.
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Cabiriets and
Tables
by Ann Whaftnn
She's a joumalist.
She's a uoman.
She's a Christian.
She's a wife.
But not neeessail! in that ordex
fi ombining all these imponant
f - roles takes a lot of planning,
Y dedication, and discipline. But
WtrAA:TV's religion reporter Peggy
Wehmeyer is determined to do it. She
has been with the Dallas station in that
capacity since 1981, covering Southwest
religious trends and denominations, in-
cluding their corventions and business
dealings.
She is the only full-time religion
reporter in Tixas and the only one who
has daily segments. Pretty heady stuff.
What are her priorities? How does she
set them?
"My home and family come 6rst,"
she said. "They should. That's biblical."
The rea.l test of her commitment to
that precept came after the birth of her
Peggy_ll&hmeyer
daughter,Iruren, tv/o years ago. "Before
tlat there wasn t any problem. Mark and
I are both very independent people. He
was in gaduate school, and I was work-
ing." Iauren's arrival made a difference,
but Peggy solved the problem to their
satisfaction. She was able to drop to a
part-time capacity with WFAA and find
a woman to take care of Iauren in their
home.
"I didn't want to leave Lauren with
someone else all the time. Even now I
struggle with the guilt sometimes, but I
know her needs are being met.
"When I'm at home my time is ex-
clusively for lauren. I have someone do
the cleaning and things like that. I spend
my time with Lauren."
"Wehmeyer, do
yoa have to find
God in every
Peggy also believes she needs the
workplace, which occupies her two days
a week. She is appreciative of the peo-
ple with whom she works and of their
willingness to let her adjust her schedule
this way. She is the only one on the
reporting staff who works part time.
"I hesitate to say anything about
working or not working," she com-
mented. "There are a lot of women who
have to work full time, and I dorft want
to say arrything tlat wor:ld make them
feel guilty. That has to be a personal
decision made within the family."
Her decision to work part time
reflects her practical applicafion of her
Christian faith. Saved in college at the
University of G:ras in Austin, she
became active in campus organizalons
such as Campus Crusade, and irrolved
in many of the activities at Dallas
Theological Seminary.
Immediately after graduation she
went to work at Dallas Seminary, where
she was moved up to public information
director. Through this job she came in
contact with tlre people at WtrAA. They
Determined to Make a Difference in Dallas
stoty you do?"
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regularly rejected story ideas she sent
their vay. She discorcred that rcligion is
not news unless it is part of a story tlat
is newswortlry in and of itself.
Speaking before Liberty Uniranity
students during a School of Communica-
tions week, she reminisced about her
effods to get a touch football story on
tlte air at WFAA when she was at tlrc
seminary. 'iAfter I was hired by WtrAA,
someone tried to get me to run the same
kind of story. I thought, 'What is this guy
tbinking ofi This isn't news."' Then she
remembered her on'n efforts and Ealized
how difierent her new role was.
And she is good at what she does.
"Get pur credentials," she told unirar-
sity shdents. ''Hy pur dues." She con-
tends tlnt having religious hith is not
enoqh to impress people in the world.
One student asked her hon' she
shows people in the newsroom that they
need a change in their lives. "I don't,"
she said. "That's the Holy Spirit's job.
If I brought out the four spiritual lan's and
shared them with people in tJrc news-
room, I'd be out of there in a hurrv."
Prayer is a key. "I don't pray
enough," she acknor'ledged, tefening to
her relationship with other news people.
But she does try to help where she sees
a need, and she hopes that through these
contacts he can influence people for the
Irrd.
She is perceirrcd in contrasting nays
by some of the religious groups she
covers. Because she strives to be un-
biased in her coverage of refuious news,
she has received praise and condemna-
tion from sources who oplnse her
stories. That indicates to her that she
must be where she rryants to be-in the
middle, neutral to the story she is telling.
A series on abortion brought her tlrc
most heated criticism, so much so tllat
she was not sure she nould keep her jnb.
She produced a series of segnents on
tlrc topic. Two dealt with the volatile
aspects of the controversy.
One told how memben of a Dallas
Catholic organization quietly slipped
behind abortion clinics to retneve
aborted fetuses from trash cans. Then
tlrcy gave them a burial. Another seg-
ment explored tie topic of the treaknent
of babies who survived the abodion pro-
cess at a local hospital. The outcry from
her story was so great that the Dallas
City Council initiated legislation requir-
ing a more dignified treatment of the
remains.
Does it matter? Can she or an]'one
like her make a difference? fibll. she is
"lt t,n,u,n,
tour spiritual laws
with people
in the narcrcom,
lU be
out ol thea
in a huny."
educating. She began b educating
her superiors concerning the legiti-
mate religious news stories in Dallas
and the large audience wanting to hear
tltem.
She thinks of 'Joe," who comes
home from work and slides back in his
easy chair with a can of beer in his hand.
She tries to relate to him and tell him
something he does not know.
Her approach is to live her hith, to
make her covrorken see her hith rather
than just hear it, She related a story of
one assignment. She was called on to in-
terview a widow whose only son had
been killed in Beirut. "What a depress-
ing story" she remembered.
But while she was there, she noticed
a Bible on the table. As the inberview
continued, she asked the woman if she
was a Christian. "I'm so glad you
asked," the woman responded. She went
on to tell how God had comforted her
through that difficult time.
When Peggy presented the story
to her editor, he asked, "Wehmeyer, do
you hare to fnd God in every story you
do?"
But God ras pad of that story.
"Some other reporters might not even
harc noticed that Bible on the table," she
said. "Vhs that biased repoding?" she
asked.
Peggy trbhmeyer's hith influences
her life in her personal decisions, in her
fumily choices, and in her career.
Because she does not consider herseif
exceptional, she sees no reason other
women cannot realize the same kind of
success,
"The key is to find where God
wants you. Find your sphere of in-
fluence, and do all you can with it,"
she concluded. I
Zoning Restrictions
Provide New Means to Discriminate
oning. For many homeowners
zoning spells relief. Nice neat
rows of houses. No more tacky
neighborhoods with junk cars in the
yards. But for some churches, and even
some individuals, zoning has prwided city
officials with a new way to discriminate.
It took the First Assembly of God in
Medford City, Oregon, five years in a
legal jungle to stop the city zoning com-
mission from interfering with the growth
of their church. Business leaders finally
provided a solution for the beleaguered
church. "Get off their back or be out of
a job," the business community prom-
ised city council members. It was soon
resolved.
The Lakewood, California, Assembly,
also an Assembly of God church, fought
zoning restrictions that *ould have
limited the size of its congregation.
In Colomdo Springs, Coloradg hstor
Richard Blanche fices $32.500 in fines
and $70,000 in attorney fees in his battle
to hold Bible studies aad other "reli-
gious" activities in his home for his
fledgling church.
All three cases are the stuff night-
mares are made of. And a nightmare it
has been for every pastor involved. But
each man has responded to delzstating
threats to his ministry with determina-
tion to see the battle though.
For two of the three, tle matrcrs
have been resolved. But the quest took
the Medford City congregation to the
United States Supreme Court and back
before the matter was resolved.
At issue $as whether or not the
church cordd operate such activities as its
busing program and Christian schools
without gaining conditional-use zoning
approral ftom the local comrnission. Each
activity, the commission contended, fell
outside the defnition of a "traditional
church."
Pastor Larry Pylo, Fi6t Assembty ot God
Church, Lakewgod. California.
The definition was created five yean
ago by the director of the local plaruring
commission and excluded ary activity
that, in his opinion, went beyond what
was normally considered an activity of
tle church. At that time church leaders
and concerned groups working with
them proposed what was fina.lly con-
tained in the 29-page agreement worked
out between the church and the commis-
sion this summer.
That ageement permits all functions
of the church to be included in the single-
fi, gnno,
danger is that "a
pnyer beforc a meal
or devotions among fanily
membeE could constitute
zoning permit so that any ministry added
to the church will be properly zoned.
The prolonged battle was for the pur-
pose of preserving all aspects of the vlork
as insepanble and integral ministries of
tle church. The fight established a sort
of umbrella zoning pmtection under,
which the church could function and ex-
pald without fear of interference from
the zoning commission under the guise
of land-use regulation.
The change in policy will become a
model for churches and communities
who face tie same conflict, hstor
Marion Rar"an predicted. "Here is an
erample of how to resolve the problem,''
he stated. "It protects the city's conten-
tion to a right to protect fre and safety
factors of a public meeting place. It pro-
tects our constitutional rights to minister
in unity."
But in takewood, Califomia, Pastor
hrry $le had problems erren though his
church complied with conditional-use re-
quirements for mrious aspects of the
ministry. In fact, he has had a nine-year
battle with different building programs
and the commission because of tlte com-
plaints of neighbors.
The latest round was triggered in
October 1985 by a move to dismantle
three houses on church proprerty for a
parking lot. But neighbors tried to pre-
vent the demoltion and the church ex-
palsion it represented when t}e church
applied for the permit. Their gmunds?
The buildings were on church propertt
but they y/ere sepanted ftom tle church
proper by a wall. Therefore, they did not
fall under the same zoning permit.
"The city outlined about l0 things
they wanted us to do," hstor Pyle
said. Those requirements included
the submission of church records, so
tlle city could limit the sizr of the
church membership. They atso required
rcligious activity."
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church leaders to promise "never
again" to use adjoining houses for reli-
gious purposes such as Sunday school
classes.
Church leaders were also required to
agree that they would ' 'never again'' buy
property within 1,000 feet of the church.
But the commission's downfrll was the
requirement for a submission of the
memberchip list once a ]€ar with a
promise that the membership would not
exceed 800.
When confronted by church attornels,
the commission backed don'n on the
membership check, but it also denied the
church the permit to tear dom the
nouses.
An appeal to the city council solved
the church's most recent problem, be-
cause that body overtumed the commis-
sion's denial. Church leaders agreed to
build an eight-foot decorator wall and to
maintain the landscape on the neighbor-
hood side of tlle property.
In Colorado Springs Pastor Blanche
has also tried to work with his neighbors,
but he has had no success.
He moved into his Country Club Circle
home on April 3Q 1985. On May 3, he
addressed a letter to the city council ask-
ing for information on the zoning laws. By
May 30 he had received six stop orders
without hearing from the city on zoning
matters. Explaining the stop orders,
Blanche said there can be no religious
activity in an R-l district unless the
home is situated on a least 2.5 acres of
land.
The problem arises from a 1952 ordi-
nance prwision, classifying the Blanche
home as a religious institution because,
the city contends, it $as ''established for
the conduct of refuious activities." But
pri te or public religious activity is not
clarified by the ordinance. And no city
offrcial nor court of law has been willing
to defne it either.
According to the zoning code, Blanche
stated, 'A pnyer before a meal or de-
votions among family members cor:ld
constitute refuious activity." He sees
that as the greatest danger,
Who is to say tlat a family carurot
have a Bible study in its home, but that
it can have a card or beer parfy? Blanche
would like someone to answer that ques-
tion. "How does the city regulate those
activities?" he asks. "By parking and
noise violations," he answers himseH.
hrkingis provided behind the Blanche
home. A fence ensures privacy for both
the neighbors and his family. Yet neigh-
bon comolain. and Blanche has countered
in court with witnesses who stated that
the charges of noise are unfounded.
As an er<ample, Blanche pointed to a
breakhst held in his home, which re-
sr ted in stop orders. Media representa-
tives were in the home at the time, and
they testified that the only thing taling
place was a meal. There was no preach-
urg; there was no singing, although the
gist of the complaint indicated that the
gathering was noisy.
As another o<ample, Blanche told
about his neighbor who had lived across
the street for six montls before leam-
ing tlnt the pastor was holding meetings.
Then he saw the pastor's picture and
read about it in the newspaper.
After his frst round in court on crun-
inal charges, Blanche was sentenced to slx
montls in jail and fined $1,000. "That's
when I got an attorney," he said. He was
guided to a Colorado firm by the Ruther-
fod Institute, which prwides information
rd assistance to Conservatives troubled
by frst amendment problems. Those
attorneys pointed out to the court that
23 of Blanche's rights had been violated.
The zoning commission dmpped the case.
However, tlle city had also taken
action by then, and Blanche was found
guilty of contempt of court at the state
district court level. The judge found him
guilty of bad motives, Bl,anche reported,
and labeled him a publicity seeker.
The first contempt fine in January was
$2,500. In May he was fned another
$10,000 for refusing to stop refuious ac-
tivity in his home. In August he was
slapped witl another contempt 6ne, this
one for $20,000. And the city is pressing
for payment. The case has been turned
over to a new law firm, which will file m
court to get tle money from the pastor.
But he is undaunted, and his refuious
convictions have taken him to tlre Colorado
State Supreme Court, after three efforts
to be heard by the state appeals court.
Each time he was refused on technical
grounds, because district court Judge
John Gallagher failed to assess court
costs for the city, and attomeys' fees to
one party or anotier.
Blanche will not slop hadng meetings
in his home, because it is such a basrc
right for all Americans. So Blanche
presses on. "We have convictions n
God. The court does not have the fnal
say," he asserted. "It's not a case of
refusing [to do what tley ask]. It's a frm-
damental right," Blanche concluded. And
it's a right for which he is going to fight.
I Ann Wharton
*
Norman B. Rohrer,  Director
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-Robertson Turns to Fellow
Evangelicals in Nomination Bid
WASHINGION (RNS)-Rev. Marion
G. "Pat" Robertson announced here on
September 17 he wou.ld run for President
if three million registered voters sign
petitions in support of his candidacy. In
doing so, Robertson dkected his appeals
largely at Conservative Evangelical
voters.
"There can be no education without
morality, and there can be no lasting
morality without refuion. For the sake
of our children, we must bring God back
to tle classrooms of America," he
declared in sounding one of the refuious
themes that brought repeated standing
ovations during his announcement at
Constitution Hall.
At the news conference, Christian
Voice defended Robertson against at-
tacks by Libenls who say he is a religious
exkemist, but declined to endorse lum.
Yet Robertson is not gearing his bid en-
tirely to the Evangelical constituency. He
has already made certain concessions to
secular politics.
For instance, he now describes hrn-
self as a businessman and broadcaster
rather than a television evangelist. He
has stressed that he would defend the
religious freedom of all people, not just
bom-again Christians. He is also identify-
ing himself with the late John F. IGnnedy,
describing the Catholic President as one
who also ficed refuious barriers. He sals
he wants to be judged on tle basis of
ability and wisdom rather than refuious
credentials.
At the same time, Robertson is stand-
ing by his religious identity. He continues
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to assed he has been called by God to
test tlle political waters. "I will never
back down on my deep belief in God and
in the Bible," he declared.
"Iadies and gentJemen, I passionately
believe that the atheists among us should
have every right of citizenship," he told
t}e crowd at Constitution Hall. "But I
do not believe that the 94 percent of us
who believe in God hare any duty what-
soever to dismantle our entire public aI-
frmation of fuith in God just to please a
tiry minority who don't believe in
anything,"
-
Pedlatrlclans Mvocate
Medla Prcmotion of Birth Control
CHICAGO--The American Acadenv
of Pediatrics has urged radio and televi-
sion stations to lift their ban on commer-
cials for contraceptives, aying there is
no evidence that such advertising would
entice teenagers into prcmiscuous sorual
activity. "I think it's inappropriate that
they refuse to allow this type of adver-
tising, because there's nothing that
legally precludes it," said Dr. Joe Sanders
in the September issue of tlre journal
Pediztrics.
The three major networks refuse to
air contraceptive commercials because
tltey fear birth control or even condom
Sdvertisements would offend many
vieners.
Hourcver, the pediatricians believe
unw'anted pregnancies and sexually
transmitted diseases would be better
avoided if youngsters received birth con-
trol information from the media.
"References to responsible activity
associated with sex continue to be cen-
sored as 'controvenial,"' while those
same networks often prornote sex
through music and prcgrammfug, said the
group.
The American Academy of Pediatrics
is the nation's largest organization of
pediatricians, numbering 29,000
members.
In the journal article they predicted
t}at about half of all American adolbs-
cents have had sex by age 17, while more
tlan 85 percent became se:rually active
before seeking professional advice on
how to prevent pregnancy or infection.
-
Zondervan Flghts Takeorer
Attempt by Brltlsh Executlve
NEW YORK (RNS)-rfhe Zonde-van
Corporation, a major Evangelical
publishing company based in Grand
Rapids, Mchigan, is fighting a takeover
attempt from a British insurance
orecutive.
Christopher J. Moran says his group
now owns about 37 percent of Tnnder
yan's 4.1 million shares of stock and
would like to arrange a sale or restruc-
turing of the company. But Zonderrran
says that he and his company own only
lil percent of its shares and that "the
other shareholders he claims to repre-
sent have authorized him to sell their
shares and nothing more."
Zondenran is concemed tlat a Moran
takeover might change the compary's
Elzngelical identity. "Our credibility has
taken yean and years to build up," said
Joseph McCartlry, Zonderran's director
of planning. "M've got a consumer
franchise for 60 million Christians."
A recent report m the Wall Street
Jounwl descibedMoran as an Anglican
who ''worships sparingly.' ' It quoted him
as saying, "I like to keep my business
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Amazing nerr coulse sho^6 h0i^i t0 play and CH0R0
any gospel sonq Fuve ever heard-entirely by ear!
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fRtt U,ITH oRD€n - cird cial timin! El ci0ds I
and my faith separate. It's anathema to
me that they think you have to go to
chapel five times a week to run this
business, or be born again."
Among otier tiings, Moran wants to
open Zonderr"an's 80 U.S. bookstores on
Sundays to increase retail sales and have
them add more general reading matter,
such as secular novels.
In an August 21 statement, the
Zonderv-an board of directon sharply
denounced Moran. It said his "publicity
antics reveal him to be a person unfit to
direct tie business and affairs of a
responsible public company in the United
States." The board has authorized the
filing of a lawsuit against Moran seeking
a declaration that he is an "interested
shareholder' ' under the provisions of the
Michiean Antitakeover Act.
-
Planned Parenthood
Plans All-Out War
An "all-out war" is what Planned
Parenthood is ca.lling their new progam
to establish sex-education programs and
health clinics in every school district.
The frst step in tiis new progmm rs a
first-ever national poll questioning
teenagers about their own sexual
practices.
The organization, which estimates
that 3,000 adolescents become pregnant
each day, said over the next two years
they will press for legislation that will
provide free family-planning services for
teenagers. Included in this plan are ads
on national television. radio. and MTV
that will encourage teens involved in
sexua.l activity to use birth control
devices.
The new campaign, said Faye Wattle-
ton, president of Planned hrenthood,
will attempt to offset ' 'the overmoralistic.
anti-birth-control rhetoric of the New
Right."
A Planned Parenthood guide, "How
to'Ii k with Your Child About Sexualitv"
is due in the fall.
-
Lite Insurance
Companies Cannot
Tesi Clients for AIDS
Severa.l l.ife insuralce companies m
the Washington, D.C., area have ceased
writing policies for District residents, due
to the new city law that prohibits insurerc
from testing prospective clients for
exposure to the AIDS virus.
About 20 life insurance companies.
including large companies such as Aetna
LiIe Insurance Company and Mutual of
Omaha, are no longer writing policies,
according to an official of the D.C. Life
Underwriten Association.
He also indicated that other com-
panies are currently considering a halt to
new policies in the area because of the
law that went into effect August 7 That
law prohibits insurers from denying
coverage on the basis of a positive test
for AIDS and prevents for five years the
imposition of higher premiums for those
testing positive.
Reportedly some companies are
waiting to see the results of a lawsuit
filed by the Health and Life lnsurance
Association, which is attempting to
reverse the decision on the bill.
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The New Technologv
by Truman Dollar
he whole world of technology is
exploding. Thousands of scien-
tists are assigned to orpensive
laboratories and have huge budgets for
work on the most exotic research man
ever imagined. We are on the threshold
of another quantum leap in scientific
information and discovery.
A new barrier has been broken m
super computer chips and circuits at
sizes below one micron (one-millionth of
a meter) . Now, instead of lining up 1,000
transistors across the head of a pin, the
number will soon be 2,000. The new
possibilities for storing and retrieving
bformation are revolutionary.
Medical technology gives man the
capability of altering the genetic makeup
of a child before birti. Recombinant DNA
has been used on humans in ex-
periments that would alter life as we
knorr it. New techniques give parents the
option of selecting the sex of a child. In-
credible breaktlroughs in diagnosis be-
fore birth have resulted in successfi. in
utero treatment of disease.
Iadustry is being revolutionized with
new robotics and machines to make
machines. futificial vision now o<amines
parts for quality. These capabilities give
new meaning to economic dislocation andjob retraining.
The technology of war is now apoca-
llatic. The world saw a genuinely new
type of war over the Falkland Islands.
Reportedly, the new super-secret stealth
fuhter planes are being constructed of
materials that elude radar.
All this is happening so fust tJnt no
group of men understands all of the
luied things taking place. Man may be
designing creatures and systems he can-
not control. This is all kind of scary. The
face of America will again be altered in
less than a decade.
Fundamentalists must not ignore the
significance of this scientific revolution,
Tecnnongy nas
advanced npidly,
but man's value
system has not. He has
a low view of lite
and of God.
and they must prepare to debate and par-
ticipate in its futule impact. As this world
becomes more and more complex, we
must address these critical issues with
a voice of reason.
Gchnology has advanced rapidly, but
man's ralue system has not. Man is still
depraved. He has a low view of life and
of God. Think of tle disastrous conse-
quences if tlte awesome power we have
discrssed-including nuclear capabilities-
fell into the hands of terrorists.
Because of "advances" in science,
we now have unknowing parents
mistakenly believing they are making bet-
ter decisions about whether to allow the
birth of an undesirable cbild-or to aborr
it. In 1962 James D. Watson and Francis
H. Crick joinfly won Nobel Prizes rn
medicine and plrysiology for work on the
DNA structure. Watson proposed, "If a
child were not declared alive until tlree
days after birth, then all parents could be
allowed the choice only a few are given
under the present system. The doctor
could allow the child to die if the parents
so choose and save a lot of misery and
suffering." Crick proposed, "No
nervbom infrnt should be declared human
until it has passed certain tests regading
its genetic endowment and that if it fails
these tests it lorfeits the right to live."
The Bible is our infallible guide to
deciding life's most difficu.lt questions.
We must not be intimidated by our belief
that the only acceptable pattem for bear-
ing children is a loving relationship be-
tween a husband and wife who are com-
mitted to each other for life. We must
continue to insist that faith in a God who
gave His Son for our redemption, and
revealed Him in a Book, is man's ody
hope to escape etemal condernnatron.
Pastors and laymen must keep
themselves informed, not isolated.
Ministers should be equipped to show
that the wisdom of this rvorld is
foolishness and that tle preaching of the
Cross is the ' 'power of God.'' Preachers
do not have to be nuclear physicists to
be effective, but, we must speak to all
classes. In our effort to maintain our ex-
clusive "blue-collar" churches we are
pushing our young people out the door
as they enter college and graduate into
the age of technology. Reaching outside
our churches to college campuses ts
essential. A generation of scientists
without God could alter the spiritual face
of the world. A new kind of "mis-
sionary" would proclaim man's self-
sufficiency and autonomy.
Despite a.ll human adlances, a holy
God is still sovereign. Man may create
a series of events, like the Chernobyl
accident, that get out of his control, but
nothing will ever get beyond God's con-
trol and His plan for man.
If we are to reach the world for Christ,
we must enter tiese areas of adlancing
technology. A part of Fundamentalism
could mistake isolation for biblical separa-
tion and be neutralized in the last quarter
of the twentieth century. They could be-
come that shrinking part of the spiritual
community that retreated so far into
isolation that they made no impact on
tleir world. Vy'e are commanded to reach
and shape the world for Christ. We must
take adrzrtage of every alailable tool to
T
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do so.
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7,500 YOUNG PEOPLE
CONVERGED ONAMOUNTAIN
IN CENTRAL VIRGINIA
